2021 ANNUAL REPORT

Welcome to BIDS! In 2021, new research among an increasingly diverse, active, and growing data
science community has ushered in an era of unprecedented innovation and growth for BIDS. As
we continue to expand into the opportunities and rise to the challenges being presented in today’s
world, effectively implemented data-intensive research will become even more crucial for
addressing the most pressing issues currently being faced by our society. We invite you to join us
and we look forward to welcoming you to the BIDS community through a research or software
collaboration, at an upcoming event, or by facilitating a membership or sponsorship of BIDS
efforts and programs.
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BIDS Evolution
Organization
The Berkeley Institute for Data Science (BIDS) is a central hub of data-intensive research, open
source software development, and data science training at the University of California, Berkeley.
Programs, initiatives, and events are designed to facilitate collaboration across an increasingly
diverse and active data science community of domain experts from the life, social, and physical
sciences, and the humanities, as well as methodological experts from computer science,
statistics, and applied mathematics. Through collaborations at and beyond the university, BIDS
empowers researchers to be more effective by creating new data science methods, tools,
partnerships, and career paths.
●

Research — BIDS supports faculty, staff, postdoctoral fellows, as well as graduate and
undergraduate students in innovative cross-disciplinary research activities that cross a
variety of ﬁelds in the life, health, social, and physical sciences, the humanities, and in
computer science, statistics, and applied mathematics. View 2021 research highlights,
activities and publications in the Research section below.

●

Software — BIDS contributes to a variety of open source research software, open science,
and open data resource communities in support of academic research. View 2021
research highlights, activities and awards in the Software section below.

●

Training — BIDS training programs reﬂect our commitment to robust cross-disciplinary
research by augmenting degree programs and inter-departmental collaboration across
campus, and by providing valuable, accessible resources that expand collaboration
opportunities among the campus community. View BIDS’ portfolio of training programs in
the Training section, below.

●

Events and Outreach — BIDS events and outreach programs support all of our Research,
Software, and Training initiatives, provide a variety of opportunities for researchers at all
levels, and enable participants to connect and collaborate across all research disciplines.
View BIDS’ portfolio of 2021 events in the Events section, below.

BIDS is committed to equity, inclusion, and diversity as foundational principles in our community
engagement activities, which include interdisciplinary data science research seminars and
multilingual training programs, as well as meetings to explore potential research collaborations,
industry partnerships, fellowship programs, and grants opportunities. We are committed to
upholding UC Berkeley’s Principles of Community in our own community and culture. Rooted in
the university’s mission of teaching, research and public service, these principles reﬂect our
commitment to contributing to a more just and equitable society and a better world.
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History
Since its inception and launch in 2013, BIDS has cultivated an environment of open inquiry and
discovery for cross-disciplinary data-intensive research, open source research software, and data
science training at the University of California, Berkeley. BIDS was made possible by grants from
the Gordon and Betty Moore Foundation and the Alfred P. Sloan Foundation, along with generous
support from UC Berkeley. BIDS is one of the three original Moore-Sloan Data Science
Environments (MSDSE), along with our counterpart data science organizations at the University of
Washington and New York University. BIDS is also a founding member of the Academic Data
Science Alliance (ADSA), which has grown directly from these efforts, and now continues to make
substantive contributions across an active and fast-growing nationwide community of academic
data science practitioners.
Now, as an integral part of UC Berkeley’s Division of Computing, Data Science, and Society
(CDSS), launched in 2019, we continue to seek new and creative ways to cross traditional
academic boundaries and engage a diverse community of researchers representing a wide array
of disciplines. BIDS continues to be recognized globally for cross-disciplinary research in data
science, machine learning, and artiﬁcial intelligence.

New Location / 2021 Transition
BIDS’ original location in UC Berkeley's
Doe Library served us well as a
convening place for research
discussions, talks, and events. But
when the campus transitioned to
physical distancing and remote-only
events in March 2020 as the result of
the COVID-19 pandemic, BIDS moved seamlessly into the new paradigm of virtual engagement.
The BIDS community is not tied to any particular location, research domain or academic
department, and openly shares all of the research outputs and techniques that researchers and
staff here develop. As such, BIDS has created and maintained a reputation of open engagement
and dynamic cross-disciplinary collaboration with the entire campus community, and this has
been an integral factor in creating a diverse portfolio of data science research projects and open
source software development – across campus and beyond.
Now, as we prepare to move into our new location in Sutardja Dai Hall, and look forward to
moving into the new Gateway building (planned to open in 2025), BIDS invites more data-intensive
researchers to extend our community’s reach even further.
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BIDS Collaboration
BIDS’ commitment to establishing innovative, cross-disciplinary research collaborations
continues to be a cornerstone of our mission, and our community members strive to continue
expanding and strengthening our connections both on and off campus, and with a special
emphasis on collaborations that transcend traditional academic boundaries.

Berkeley’s new Division of Computing, Data Science, and Society (CDSS) moves closer to
becoming the ﬁrst new college at Berkeley in more than 50 years.
Division of Computing, Data Science, and Society at Berkeley Moves Closer
to Becoming a College — In Fall 2021, UC Berkeley’s CDSS moved one step
closer to becoming a college. UC’s Oﬃce of the President reviewed the
division’s pre-proposal, clearing the way for CDSS to revise and seek review of
a ﬁnal proposal laying out its detailed vision and plan for the school. If that is
approved, CDSS would be the ﬁrst new college at Berkeley in more than 50
years. The division now includes BIDS, the Data Science Undergraduate Studies program, the
School of Information, the Department of Statistics, and the Center for Computational Biology. It
also shares the Department of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences (EECS) with the
College of Engineering and D-Lab with the Social Sciences Division.
UC Berkeley Showcases Plans for CDSS’ Future
Home — In October 2021, UC Berkeley
announced that it is 80 percent of the way to its
$6 billion Light the Way Campaign fundraising
goal, part of which includes the construction of
the Gateway, a new building that will house
CDSS. The Gateway is planned to open in 2025 and will foster interdisciplinary research and
support growing interest across campus in computing and data science. Nearly one in ﬁve
Berkeley undergraduates take a data science class annually. The building will provide space for
more than 1,600 faculty, students, researchers and staff.
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BIDS and Accenture’s ‘strategic relationship’ continues to gain momentum with new research
and training programs
●

In April 2021, BIDS and Accenture welcomed the ﬁrst Global Environmental Change
Research Fellow R.J. Cody Markelz, who
now focuses his research on California
Ecosystem Dynamics at the intersection
between invasive species, climate change,
and wildﬁres in California. Working with BIDS
Faculty Aﬃliate Rosemary Gillespie
(Environmental Science, UC Berkeley) and BIDS
Biodiversity and Environmental Science Lead Ciera C.
Martinez, Markelz is developing a multi-level modeling
framework that incorporates environmental variables,
satellite data, historical species observations, and
environmental DNA (eDNA) data across ﬁre regimes in
California ecosystems. The BIDS-Accenture Global
Environmental Change Research Fellowship is a full-time
two-year position at BIDS made possible by funding from
Accenture Applied Intelligence. As part of the fellowship,
mentors from BIDS and Accenture, including BIDS Senior Research Data Scientist Karthik
Ram and BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate David Ackerly (Natural Resources; Integrative Biology;
Environmental Science, Policy, and Management; UC Berkeley), provide support to
navigate the current data landscape in order to address urgent, complex and critical
environmental issues — such as researching how biodiversity is affected by increasing
wildﬁres — and work toward improvements in research, innovative approaches to
sustainability, and effective governmental policy recommendations.

●

A.I. can be a cornerstone of success—but only if leaders make the right choices — This
October 2021 Fortune Magazine article by Arnab Chakraborty,
managing director and North America lead for Accenture
Applied Intelligence, highlights the beneﬁts of their strategic
relationship with BIDS, which "aims to create opportunities for
researchers, students, and Accenture’s Applied Intelligence
practice to work together to advance the ﬁeld of data science" to
strengthen the overall A.I. ecosystem and grow the economy.
“The sooner business leaders across all industries understand and take advantage of
what A.I. and data have to offer, the quicker they will reap the rewards,” writes Chakraborty.
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●

Immigrants and refugees: Untapped data science potential — The explosion in the use of
AI and data has led to a gold rush for related talent. But such in-demand talent remains
scarce, fueling the need for companies to get creative in where
they look for data science skills. One of the biggest and most
promising of these sources are the immigrant and refugee
communities in the US, which recently had an inﬂux of Afghan
refugees. A collaboration among Accenture, Upwardly Global,
and the Berkeley Institute for Data Science (BIDS) shows how to
tap into this rich pipeline of talent.

●

BIDS-Upwardly Global Data Science Webinars — As part of the ‘strategic relationship’
with Accenture, BIDS and Upwardly Global
partnered in Fall 2020 to launch this series in
support of job seekers in the ﬁeld of data
science, and the series is created especially
for US immigrants and refugees who have
college degrees from their home countries,
and who are new to the US job market. BIDS Data Science Outreach Lead Alex de Siqueira
presents these webinars, and works with Upwardly Global leaders and job coaches to
create this series, which will continue into 2022. All are invited to watch the full series of
BIDS-Upwardly Global Data Science Webinars on YouTube.

BIDS Aﬃliates launch the Effective Programming, Interaction, and Computation with Data
(EPIC) Lab and set the stage for the new Community Law Enforcement Accountability Network
(CLEAN) Initiative
In 2020, BIDS began engaging with the Community Law Enforcement Accountability Network
(CLEAN), a nationwide collaboration that includes leading data scientists, data journalists,
investigative reporters and defense lawyers, all working together to improve the public availability
of law enforcement misconduct records in an effort to transform criminal justice in the United
States into a more equitable and transparent system. CLEAN partners include BIDS Director and
Nobel Laureate Saul Perlmutter, as well as Barry Scheck (Innocence Project Founder and
Cardozo Law Professor), David Barstow (four-time Pulitzer Prize winner and head of investigative
reporting at UC Berkeley’s Graduate School of Journalism), Stanford data journalist Cheryl Phillips
(whose work at The Seattle Times resulted in two team Pulitzer Prizes), and Julie Ciccolini,
Director of the National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers’ (NACDL) Full Disclosure
Project.
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CLEAN aims to leverage trends towards greater transparency of law enforcement misconduct
records – especially in states like California and New York, where such records have been hidden
for decades – to enable public defenders, journalists or interested members of the public to
obtain data and identify patterns, and ultimately to hold both individual oﬃcers and law
enforcement agencies accountable.
Working at the intersection of data science, political science, public policy, communications, and
social justice advocacy, the CLEAN Initiative will simultaneously engage public defenders,
journalists, university researchers, innocence organizations, community groups, and progressive
law enforcement – including prosecutors and police departments from across the country – to
develop an open-source, nationwide database of criminal activity and police misconduct. CLEAN’s
main goals at this time include:
● Developing a working prototype that uses machine learning and other data science
methods to accelerate and improve the human-guided process of entering information
and identifying important patterns.
● Cultivating defender databases to track police misconduct and provide greater public
access to misconduct records that are curated by academic institutions and built with the
cooperation of journalists, nonproﬁts, impacted community groups, defenders, and
progressive prosecutors.
● Contributing to the long-term success of the national licensing and de-certiﬁcation
systems and other national data-driven efforts to hold law enforcement accountable and
promote workable racial justice solutions, such as those contemplated in reform efforts
like the George Floyd Act.
EPIC Lab receives $2M NSF grant to build big data tools in support of criminal justice – Key
contributors to EPIC Lab’s launch in August 2021
included David Barstow, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliates
Aditya Parameswaran, Sarah Chasins and Joseph
Hellerstein (Berkeley EECS), Erin Kerrison (Berkeley
School of Social Welfare), and BIDS Senior Research
Data Scientist Stéfan van der Walt, who won a
3-year, $2 million National Science Foundation (NSF) grant to
improve the useability of big datasets and create new computing
tools that will help defense attorneys, criminal justice workers,
and others more easily engage in data-intensive research into
police misconduct, judicial decision-making and related issues.
EPIC Lab is also collaborating with NACDL, Secure Justice, and
the San Francisco Public Defender's Oﬃce, groups with
considerable criminal justice expertise that will be contributing to
help shape the goals for the tools the lab is developing.
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BIDS People
Directors
BIDS is led by Faculty Director Saul Perlmutter,
a 2011 Nobel Laureate in Physics, and a
professor of Physics and the Director of the
Berkeley Center for Cosmological Physics at UC
Berkeley; working with Associate Faculty
Director Heather A. Haveman, a professor in the
Department of Sociology and the Haas School of Business at UC Berkeley; and Executive Director
Ashish Sahni. Read more about activities and highlights here and in the sections that follow.
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●

Saul Perlmutter appointed to President’s Council of Advisors on Science and
Technology (PCAST) — In September 2021, the White House
announced that BIDS Director Saul Perlmutter was among 30 new
appointees to PCAST. Shortly after his inauguration, President Biden
reestablished PCAST with an executive order that advanced the council’s
role to “advise the President on matters involving policy affecting
science, technology, and innovation, as well as on matters involving
scientiﬁc and technological information that is needed to inform public
policy relating to the economy, worker empowerment, education, energy, the environment,
public health, national and homeland security, racial equity, and other topics.”

●

BIDS Welcomes New Executive Director – In December 2021, BIDS announced the arrival
of new Executive Director, Ashish Sahni, who oﬃcially began his appointment in January
2022. Sahni is continuing BIDS’ legacy of creating and supporting impactful collaborations
in all areas of data-intensive research as BIDS expands into its role as the primary
interdisciplinary research arm of CDSS at UC Berkeley, and an important externally-facing
unit to government and industry. A veteran of the UC system, Sahni has served as the
Interim Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs at UC San Francisco, and as the Associate
Chancellor at UC Santa Cruz (UCSC), where he established and managed the UCSC Oﬃce
for Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion. Sahni has also worked as the Chief of Staff in the UCSF
Department of Surgery, and as an analyst at the White House Oﬃce of Management and
Budget during the Clinton Administration. “It’s a genuine pleasure to have Ashish Sahni join
us at this exciting time for data science at Berkeley,” said BIDS Faculty Director Saul
Perlmutter, “As an accomplished member of the University of California community, he
brings just the combination of leadership and community-building experience to expand
on BIDS’s strong reputation as the friendly data science ambassador for all departments
at the University."
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Faculty Council
The BIDS Faculty Council members represent our
broader community in the shared governance of
the Institute. In consultation with the BIDS
Directors, the Council provides oversight for BIDS
to fulﬁll its mission. Faculty Council members in
2021 are: Faculty Aﬃliate Joshua Blumenstock,
is a Chancellor's Associate Professor in the
School of Information and Public Policy, the
Director of the Data-Intensive Development Lab,
and a Faculty Co-Director of the Center for
Effective Global Action (CEGA) at UC Berkeley •
Faculty Aﬃliate Henry E. Brady is a professor of
Political Science and Public Policy and former
dean of the Goldman School of Public Policy at
UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Sandrine Dudoit is
a professor and Chair of Statistics, and a
professor of Epidemiology and Biostatistics in the School of Public Health at UC Berkeley • Faculty
Aﬃliate Rosemary Gillespie is a professor & and the Schlinger Chair in Systematic Entomology in
the Department of Environmental Science at UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Marta Gonzalez is an
associate professor of City and Regional Planning and of Civil and Environmental Engineering at
UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate Sharmila Majumdar is a professor of Orthopedic Surgery and of
Bioengineering & Therapeutic Sciences, and the Vice Chair for Research at UCSF’s Department of
Radiology and Biomedical Imaging • Faculty Aﬃliate Linda Haverty Rugg is the Associate Vice
Chancellor for Research, and a professor in the Department of Scandinavian at UC Berkeley •
Faculty Aﬃliate Niek Veldhuis is a professor of Assyriology in the UC Berkeley Department of
Near Eastern Studies • Faculty Aﬃliate Laura Waller is an associate professor of Electrical
Engineering and Computer Sciences, and leads the Computational Imaging Lab at UC Berkeley.

Staff
BIDS Staff researchers and professionals support BIDS and promote its mission to expand and
integrate access to data science, data-intensive research, and scientiﬁc software across all
disciplines. In 2021, they continued to make outstanding contributions to data-driven discovery,
and to engage in exciting and diverse partnerships that broaden the scope of data science
research. Read more about activities and highlights in the sections that follow.
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Fellows
Since 2013, BIDS has hosted over 60 data science research Fellows pursuing diverse
interdisciplinary projects in the earth, physical, life, social and computing sciences, and in the
humanities. In 2020-2021, BIDS Data Science Fellows collaborated across traditional academic
boundaries to expand their research projects and develop innovative training workshops. Read
more about activities and highlights here and in the sections that follow.
●

The Berkeley Computational Social Science Training Program (CSSTP) welcomed its
second cohort of postdoctoral fellows for the Fall 2021 semester at UC Berkeley:
Benjamin Fields (Sociology), Daniel Lobo (Sociology), Krista Neumann (Public Health),
Valentín Sierra (Social Welfare), and Solis Winters (Public Health). The Berkeley CSSTP is
a two-year multidisciplinary training program in advanced data analytics for predoctoral
students in the social and behavioral sciences.

Alumni
BIDS Alumni and ”graduated” Fellows are now transitioning to academic, research and industry
positions across the country, including aﬃliations at Bucknell University, Harvard University, and
biotech startups nationwide. Read more about activities and highlights here and in the sections
that follow.
●

10

BIDS Alum Kathryn D. Huff was appointed DOE
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary for Nuclear
Energy in May 2021. The news was part of a DOE
announcement about appointees who have joined the
Biden-Harris Administration “to help build a more
prosperous and equitable clean energy future for the
American people.”
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Faculty and Research Aﬃliates
BIDS Faculty and Research Aﬃliates form the intellectual core of our research efforts, forging new
cooperative partnerships and interdisciplinary research collaborations, across campus and
beyond. All hold oﬃcial appointments at UC Berkeley, Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory,
and/or the University of California, San Francisco, including the Gladstone Institutes and the Bakar
Computational Health Sciences Institute.
●

In 2021, BIDS welcomed the following
new Faculty and Research Aﬃliates:
Faculty Aﬃliate Sarah E. Chasins, EECS,
UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate Emiley
Eloe-Fadrosh, DOE Joint Genome
Institute, LBNL • Faculty Aﬃliate Jack
Glaser, Goldman School of Public Policy,
UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Douglas
Guilbeault, Berkeley Haas School of
Business • Faculty Aﬃliate David Holtz,
Berkeley Haas School of Business •
Faculty Aﬃliate Giles Hooker, Statistics,
UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Erin M.
Kerrison, Social Welfare, UC Berkeley •
Research Aﬃliate Chris Mungall,
Biosystems Data Science, Environmental
Genomics and Systems Biology Division,
LBNL • Faculty Aﬃliate Olivia Natan,
Berkeley Haas School of Business •
Faculty Aﬃliate Aditya Parameswaran,
School of Information and EECS, UC
Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Alison Post,
Political Science and Global Metropolitan
Studies, UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate
Simon Roux, DOE Joint Genome Institute,
LBNL • Faculty Aﬃliate Pamela
Samuelson, Berkeley Law School • Faculty Aﬃliate Rebecca Wexler,
Berkeley Law School • Faculty Aﬃliate Xi Wu, Berkeley Haas School of
Business • BIDS Visiting Fellow Anni Hellman, a 2021-2022 EU Fellow in
the UC Berkeley Institute of European Studies, is the Deputy Head of Unit
of the European Commission Directorate-General for Communications
Networks, Content and Technology.
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Continuing BIDS Faculty and Research Aﬃliates in 2021: Faculty Aﬃliate Rediet Abebe, EECS, UC
Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate David Ackerly, Natural Resources; Integrative Biology; Environmental
Science, Policy, and Management; UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate Deb Agarwal, Scientiﬁc Data
Division, LBNL • Faculty Aﬃliate David Anthoff, Energy and Resources Group, UC Berkeley •
Faculty Aﬃliate David Bamman, School of Information, UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate Wes
Bethel, Computational Research Division, LBNL • Research Aﬃliate Eric Betzig, Physics,
Molecular and Cell Biology, Helen Wills Neuroscience Institute, HHMI, UC Berkeley • Faculty
Aﬃliate Joshua Bloom, Astronomy, UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Carl Boettiger, Environmental
Science, Policy, and Management; UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate Kristofer Bouchard,
Computational Biosciences, LBNL; Helen Wills Neuroscience Institute, UC Berkeley • Faculty
Aﬃliate Andrew Bray, Statistics, UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate Eoin Brodie, Climate &
Ecosystem Sciences, LBNL • Faculty Aﬃliate, John Canny, Computer Science, UC Berkeley •
Faculty Aﬃliate Cathryn Carson; Social Sciences; History; Computing, Data Science, and Society;
UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Alvin Cheung, EECS, UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate Neil Davies,
Gump South Paciﬁc Research Station, UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Perry de Valpine;
Environmental Science, Policy, and Management; UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Anca Dragan,
EECS, UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Hany Farid, EECS and School of Information, UC Berkeley •
Faculty Aﬃliate Neil Fligstein, Sociology, UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate Harald Frey, Space
Sciences Laboratory, UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Gerald Friedland, EECS, UC Berkeley • Faculty
Aﬃliate Jack Gallant, Psychology, UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Lisa García Bedolla, Education,
Institute of Governmental Studies, UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate David J. Harding, Sociology,
D-Lab, UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Joseph Hellerstein, Computer Science, UC Berkeley • Faculty
Aﬃliate John Huelsenbeck, Integrative Biology, UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Daniel Kammen;
Energy and Resources Group; Center for Environmental Policy, Goldman School of Public Policy;
Nuclear Engineering; UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Maggi Kelly; Environmental Science, Policy,
and Management; Geospatial Innovation Facility; UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Laurel Larsen,
Geography, UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Michael Mahoney, Statistics, UC Berkeley • Research
Aﬃliate Benjamin Nachman, Physics Division, LBNL • Research Aﬃliate Peter Nugent,
Computational Research Division, LBNL; Astronomy, UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Fernando
Pérez, Statistics, UC Berkeley; Data Science and Technology, LBNL • Faculty Aﬃliate Maya
Petersen, Public Health, UC Berkeley • Faculty Aﬃliate Trond Petersen, Sociology, Haas School of
Business, UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate Katherine S. Pollard, Gladstone Institutes, UCSF, Chan
Zuckerberg Biohub • Faculty Aﬃliate Jasjeet Sekhon, Political Science, Statistics, UC Berkeley •
Faculty Aﬃliate Uroš Seljak, Physics, Astronomy, UC Berkeley Center for Cosmological Physics;
Physics Division, LBNL • Faculty Aﬃliate James Sethian, Mathematics, UC Berkeley; Center for
Advanced Mathematics for Energy Research Applications (CAMERA), LBNL • Research Aﬃliate
Rachel Slaybaugh, Nuclear Engineering, LBNL • Faculty Aﬃliate Sameer B. Srivastava, Berkeley
Haas School of Business • Faculty Aﬃliate Philip B. Stark, Statistics, UC Berkeley • Faculty
Aﬃliate Nick Swanson-Hysell, Earth and Planetary Science, UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate
Daniela Ushizima, Computational Research Division, CAMERA, LBNL • Research Aﬃliate
Charuleka Varadharajan, Earth and Environmental Sciences, LBNL • Faculty Aﬃliate Bin Yu,
Statistics, UC Berkeley • Research Aﬃliate Stella Yu, ICSI Vision Group, UC Berkeley • Research
Aﬃliate Qing Zhu, Climate & Ecosystem Sciences, LBNL.
12
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Read more about activities and highlights here and in the sections that follow.
●

Rachel Slaybaugh to Lead Berkeley Lab’s Cyclotron Road — In January
2021, Berkeley Lab named BIDS Research Aﬃliate Rachel Slaybaugh
(Nuclear Engineering, LBNL) to lead Cyclotron Road, a division of
Berkeley Lab’s Energy Technologies Area that supports leading
entrepreneurial scientists in the development of
globally impactful and commercially viable
technology products. Each year, the fellowship
program recruits innovators who spend two years
developing technologies that transform energy- and resource-intensive industries.

●

Hany Farid Appointed Associate Dean and Head of
UC Berkeley's School of Information — In January
2021, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate and UC Berkeley
professor Hany Farid was appointed Associate
Dean and Head of the School of Information at UC
Berkeley. Farid has been a distinguished UC Berkeley
faculty member since 2019, with joint appointments in Electrical Engineering & Computer
Sciences (EECS) and in the School of Information.

●

Bin Yu awarded Honorary Doctorate from the University of
Lausanne — In June 2021, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Bin Yu —
Chancellor’s Professor of Statistics and of Electrical Engineering
& Computer Sciences at UC Berkeley and a Principal Investigator
with the Berkeley Center for Computational Biology — was
awarded an Honorary Doctorate from the University of
Lausanne. Yu was honored for "her international reputation" and "the breadth and
importance of her contributions" as "one of the most inﬂuential researchers of her time."

●

Maya Petersen to co-direct UC Berkeley-UCSF Computational Precision Health, a new
joint program to improve quality and equity in health care — In October 2021, it was
announced that BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Maya
Petersen, MD, PhD, an associate professor
of biostatistics and epidemiology at UC
Berkeley, and Ida Sim, PhD, MD, a professor
of medicine at UCSF), will co-direct UC
Berkeley-UCSF Computational Precision
Health, a new joint program that will
transform medicine, statistics, public health, and computation to create new advances in
treating and preventing disease and promoting health.
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●

Deb Agarwal named interim director of Berkeley Lab’s new Scientiﬁc Data Division —
BIDS Research Aﬃliate and LBNL Senior Scientist Deb
Agarwal was appointed interim director of Berkeley Lab’s
new Scientiﬁc Data (SciData) Division, launched in
October 2021 as part of the Computing Sciences Area.
The new division’s main focus areas include machine
learning, data infrastructure, security and privacy,
software engineering and sustainability, and science
partnerships. Researchers in the new division collaborate actively with domain experts in
all areas of scientiﬁc computing and energy technologies – ranging from biology and
materials science to fundamental physics and climate science – to foster breakthrough
discoveries through the application of novel data science methods, technologies, and
infrastructures. As part of the new data science division, Agarwal plans to implement a
more consistent, formalized process for data science collaboration that facilitates the
implementation of effective, reusable methods and software across various scientiﬁc
areas. The SciData Division welcomes new collaborations with BIDS and the UC Berkeley
community.

●

Charuleka Varadharajan leads Berkeley Lab’s new program in Earth AI & Data —
BIDS Research Aﬃliate Charuleka Varadharajan, a
Project Scientist in the Earth and Environmental
Sciences Area, now leads Berkeley Lab’s new program in
Earth AI & Data. Launched in December 2021, the new
program will focus on research that makes use of
artiﬁcial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML), data
sciences, and data management to advance
state-of-the-art earth science observations, modeling and theory. The program will cover
diverse activities that include data-driven and hybrid ML-physics models; data mining and
statistical analysis; technologies for data archiving, reuse, processing, synthesis and
visualization; autonomous observations enabled by sensors, edge computing, 5G and
wireless networking; and co-design of models and observations. BIDS Research Aﬃliate
Deb Agarwal will also participate in various collaborations. The scope and activities of this
new program will continue to evolve in 2022, and collaborations with the BIDS community
are welcome.
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BIDS Staff and Faculty/Research Aﬃliates engage in an impressive portfolio of innovative and
cross-disciplinary research activities that represent collaborations across a variety of domain
areas in the life, health, social, and physical sciences, the humanities, and in computer science,
statistics, and applied mathematics. BIDS graduate and postdoctoral fellows conduct research
that crosses interdisciplinary boundaries in ﬁelds ranging from genetic editing, biostatistics,
hydrology, machine learning, social welfare, and the health sciences. Also in 2021, BIDS
researchers continued to augment the Berkeley undergraduate research experience by offering a
variety of engaging research internships, and mentoring students from a wide range of majors
and disciplines, through the campus-wide Undergraduate Research Apprentice Program (URAP).
These collective efforts reﬂect our researchers' commitment to excellence, interdisciplinarity and
open access publishing.

Computer Science / Statistics / Mathematics
●

Computational imaging and microscopy –
BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Laura Waller (EECS,
UC Berkeley) continues to host this
undergraduate research internship project as
part of her Computational Imaging Lab,
which is building new microscopes that use
computation to do things that microscopes
normally can't, like 3D imaging, gigapixel imaging or phase imaging. As part of regular lab
work, students get hands-on experience with optics and electronics, working closely with
biologists, optics researchers and collaborators who build microscopes.

●

Alvin Cheung receives 2021 ONR Young Investigator
Award — In July 2021, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Alvin
Cheung (EECS, UC Berkeley) received a 2021 Oﬃce of
Naval Research (ONR) Young Investigator Award for his
research in cybersecurity and complex software
systems, A Framework for Automatic Leveraging of
Trusted Execution Environments. As part of their proposal, Cheung's team will devise new
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techniques and algorithms to infer new execution models of different trusted execution
platforms, such as crypto processors and security enclaves. The inferred models will then
aid in hardening the security of applications that leverage the trusted execution platforms.

16

●

Unrestricted Permutation forces Extrapolation: Variable Importance
Requires at least One More Model, or There Is No Free Variable
Importance — BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Giles Hooker (Statistics, UC
Berkeley) and colleagues released this paper in Statistics and Computing
in October 2021. Many machine learning packages produce measures of
feature importance. These can be obtained a number of ways, but a
common practice is to replace the feature of interest with a new value
and measure how this degrades predictive performance. The easiest new value to choose
is just the value from a randomly chosen example. This paper shows that this is
dangerous; it produces examples with feature pairs that are never observed in the data,
forcing your prediction tool to extrapolate. When the team examined the effect of this, they
found that it can considerably distort the ranking of the importance of the features.
Instead, more work is needed, either by re-training the model, or simulating a model for the
conditional distribution of a feature given the others, to provide valid feature importance.
Also co-authored by Hooker in 2021: V-statistics and Variance Estimation (Journal of
Machine Learning Research, October 2021).

●

Adaptive wavelet distillation from neural networks through interpretations — Recent
deep-learning models have achieved impressive
prediction performance, but often sacriﬁce
interpretability and computational eﬃciency.
Interpretability is crucial in many disciplines, such as
science and medicine, where models must be carefully
vetted or where interpretation is the goal itself. Moreover,
interpretable models are concise and often yield
computational eﬃciency. In this December 2021 paper in the proceedings of NeurIPS
2021, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Bin Yu (EECS, UC Berkeley) with BIDS Alum François Lanusse
and colleagues propose adaptive wavelet distillation (AWD), a method which aims to distill
information from a trained neural network into a wavelet transform. Speciﬁcally, AWD
penalizes feature attributions of a neural network in the wavelet domain to learn an
effective multi-resolution wavelet transform. The resulting model is highly predictive,
concise, computationally eﬃcient, and has properties (such as a multi-scale structure)
which make it easy to interpret. In close collaboration with domain experts, the team
showcases how AWD addresses challenges in two real-world settings: cosmological
parameter inference and molecular-partner prediction. In both cases, AWD yields a
scientiﬁcally interpretable and concise model which gives predictive performance better
than state-of-the-art neural networks. Moreover, AWD identiﬁes predictive features that are
scientiﬁcally meaningful in the context of respective domains. All code and models are
released in a full-ﬂedged package available on Github.
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●

Principles for data analysis workﬂows — In this March
2021 PLOS Computational Biology paper, BIDS Alum Sara
Stoudt, BIDS Data Science Fellow Váleri N. Vásquez,
and BIDS Biodiversity and Environmental Science Lead
Ciera C. Martinez present a systematic and reproducible
workﬂow for data analysis. A “workﬂow” — the process
that moves a scientiﬁc investigation from raw data to
coherent research question to insightful contribution —
should be a fundamental part of academic dataintensive research practice. In this paper, they elaborate
basic principles of a reproducible data analysis workﬂow
by deﬁning 3 phases: the Explore, Reﬁne, and Produce
Phases. Each phase is roughly centered around the audience to whom research decisions,
methodologies, and results are being immediately communicated. Importantly, each
phase can also give rise to a number of research products beyond traditional academic
publications. Where relevant, analogies are drawn between design principles and
established practice in software development. The guidance provided is not intended to be
a strict rulebook; rather, the suggestions for practices and tools to advance reproducible,
sound data-intensive analysis may furnish support for both students new to research and
current researchers who are new to data-intensive work.

Earth Sciences
●

The Climate-COVID Connection: Understanding the
links between environmental change and public health
to create effective solutions — BIDS Data Science
Fellow Váleri N. Vásquez, a doctoral candidate in UC
Berkeley's Energy & Resources Group, is featured in this
article about how Rausser College researchers are
ﬁnding interdisciplinary solutions to address critical interactions between environmental
factors – including climate change – and human health. “We’ve had pandemics before;
what we haven’t had is access to this volume of data,” says Vásquez, who is using
computational models to research how genetic technologies might work as public health
interventions. Her dissertation includes case studies related to malaria, dengue, and other
mosquito-transmitted diseases, and she is developing models that are helping scientists
explore how diseases spread and react to climate change, and how methods to control
them may need to shift accordingly.
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●

Marginal differences play a central role in complex
leaf development — Development involves a delicate
patterning of cell division and differentiation in three
dimensions. This is beautifully illustrated in leaves,
where three axes are visible: proximo-distal (from base
to tip), medio-lateral (from the midvein to the
margin/edge of the blade) and adaxial-abaxial (from
upper to lower surface of the blade). Years of work have identiﬁed genes that control
patterning along these axes, but how their activity is organized in time and space to
control leaf development is less well understood. In the January 2021 issue of The Plant
Cell, BIDS Biodiversity and Environmental Science Lead Ciera C. Martinez and colleagues
address this problem by investigating the genetic mechanisms that pattern cell division
and differentiation across a developing leaf.

●

A community based approach to universal energy access — In this
February 2021 Electricity Journal new paper, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Daniel
Kammen (Energy and Resources Group; Center for Environmental Policy,
Goldman School of Public Policy; Nuclear Engineering; UC Berkeley) and
colleague Tam Kemabonta describe an alternative approach to
addressing energy poverty, taking into account factors such as energy
production, economic calculation, and the incentives for innovation.
Their research analyzes how this new approach can be used to address energy access
problems in energy poor communities, and includes case studies of the Nigerian off-grid
mini-grid industry and the Ecoblock pilot project in California in the United States. •
Accelerating the timeline for climate action in California — In March 2021, Kammen and
colleagues released this arXiv article in which they advocate for a suite of solutions to
mitigate the climate crisis. California, which has a strong set of current targets in place,
has fallen behind in its climate ambition compared to a number of major governments.
Kammen argues that, as a catalyst for climate action globally, California can and should
ramp up its leadership by aligning its climate goals with the most recent science,
coordinating actions to make 2030 a point of signiﬁcant accomplishment. This would
entail dramatically accelerating its carbon neutrality and net-negative emissions goal from
2045 to 2030, including advancing clean energy and clean transportation standards, and
accelerating nature-based solutions on natural and working lands. It would also mean
changing current greenhouse gas reduction goals both in the percentage and the timing:
cutting emissions by 80 percent (instead of 40 percent) below 1990 levels much closer to
2030 than 2050. These actions will enable California to save lives, beneﬁt underserved and
frontline communities, and save trillions of dollars; and while there are signiﬁcant
challenges to achieving these goals, establishing policy now will unleash innovation and
channel market forces, as has happened with solar, and catalyze positive upward-scaling
tipping points for accelerated global climate action. • Also read the Testimony of Dr.
Daniel Kammen to the California Senate Environmental Quality Committee (California
Senate Environmental Quality Committee, April 2021).
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●

Concrete computational analysis: nanotomography of cement
toward green concrete — One of the criteria for the optimization of
green concrete is an assessment of the micro/nano structure such
that less cement will be required in its manufacture. BIDS Research
Aﬃliate Daniela Ushizima (Computational Research Division, CAMERA,
LBNL) co-authored this February 2021 paper in the Journal of the
American Ceramic Society, and the paper proposes data science tools
for metrology of nanotomography data of calcium silicate hydrate, which are key particles
that contribute to concrete’s mechanical behavior.

●

Eight priorities for calculating the social cost
of carbon — In this February 2021 commentary
in Nature, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate David Anthoff
(Energy and Resources Group, UC Berkeley)
and colleagues present eight clear steps to
effectively recalculate the social cost of carbon
(SCC), a metric that is used in cost–beneﬁt
analyses to inform climate policy by putting a monetary value on the harmful
environmental and human health effects of climate change. The team points out that
recent revisions of the SCC have not yet taken into account the increasing costs of
extreme weather events, storm and wildﬁre devastation, sea-level rise, and other
challenges that are becoming more and more common.

●

In May 2021, BIDS Research Aﬃliate Neil Davies
(Gump South Paciﬁc Research Station, UC Berkeley)
and colleagues at Columbia University, the University of
Arizona, and the University of Kansas published a
paper introducing the Internet of Samples (iSamples),
a multi-disciplinary and multi-institutional NSF
collaborative cyberinfrastructure program to design,
develop, and promote service infrastructure to uniquely, consistently, and conveniently
identify material samples, record metadata about them, and persistently link them to other
samples and derived digital content, including images, data, and publications. • Also
co-authored by Davies in 2021: Towards a Global Public Repository of Community
Protocols to encourage Best Practices in Biomolecular Ocean Observing and Research
(Frontiers in Marine Science, September 2021), in which the team proposes the
development of the Minimum Information for an Omic Protocol (MIOP), a communitydeveloped guide of curated, standardized metadata tags and categories that will orient
protocols in the value-chain for the facilitated, structured, and user-driven discovery of
suitable protocol suites on the Ocean Best Practices System.
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●

Davies along with BIDS Senior Research
Data Scientist and rOpenSci Project
Lead Karthik Ram are involved in the
FAIR Island Project, which is building a
model research data management system that feeds data across
stakeholders, linking metadata, repositories and institutions, and
allowing for notiﬁcations and veriﬁcation, real-time reporting, automated compliance, and
guaranteed provenance. This system will provide a unique, controlled environment where
research is coordinated (through the Tetiaroa Society) with an optimal data policy for open
access, mandatory registration requirements for all research projects, and data
management plans containing controlled vocabularies and identiﬁers implementing global
standards wherever possible. The goal is to translate the broader FAIR principles into a set
of speciﬁc requirements and implementable activities that demonstrate how good data
management practices and policies accelerate research for the beneﬁt of all stakeholders.

●

The Future of Our Cities — BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate and
Faculty Council Member Marta González (City and
Regional Planning, and Civil and Environmental
Engineering, UC Berkeley) is featured in this May 2021
Berkeley Engineering News interview about how the
pandemic and climate change are affecting urban
areas. González, an associate professor of civil and environmental engineering and of city
and regional planning, studies the intersections between people within social networks
and the built and natural environments. Her research uses big data to understand behavior
in such areas as transportation, energy and disease proliferation.

●

California’s Drought is Getting Worse. Laurel
Larsen Explains How Data Science Can Help.
— BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Laurel Larsen
(Geography, UC Berkeley), researches future
clean water availability using data science. In
this July 2021 CDSS News interview, taken
while she was on leave serving as lead scientist at the
Delta Stewardship Council, she talks about water resource
management in California and data science’s role in it. •
Larsen continues to offer this undergraduate internship
project – Understanding physical processes and making
environmental predictions using LSTM Neural Networks – which focuses on the
interplay between biological, physical, and human aspects of the environment using a
combination of physically-based and data-driven models. Research topics include how
river deltas grow or shrink, how landslides occur and mobilize, how deforestation affects
precipitation, and how to forecast the response of environmental systems under changing
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forcing scenarios. This internship aims to expand on current work exploring the use of
deep learning (DL) for environmental predictions.
●

Computing and Data Sciences Improve What We Know About Wildﬁres and How to
Fight Them – Ciera C. Martinez, BIDS Biodiversity and Environmental Sciences Research
Lead, and BIDS-Accenture Global Environmental Change Research Fellow Cody Markelz
are featured in this July 2021 CDSS News interview about how researchers are using data
science to understand the impact of wildﬁres, and how ﬁres have affected the biodiversity
of certain ecological reserves in California. Recent developments in machine learning and
simulations can help ﬁrst responders
detect ﬁres earlier, predict ﬁres’ paths
and limit blazes quickly. Through
collaborations with practitioners in
other ﬁelds like microbiology and
forest management, these tools are
answering previously intractable
questions about ﬁres that can inform policy and practice. “Data science is this common
language that we all need to speak in order to get this really full, rich picture,” said
Martinez. “The more information we have, the more accurate our predictions of the future
will be and the more prepared we will be.”

Health & Life Sciences
●

Katie Pollard elected to the American Institute for Medical and Biological Engineering
— BIDS Research Aﬃliate Katherine S. Pollard, PhD,
director of the Gladstone Institute of Data Science and
Biotechnology, has been elected into the College of
Fellows of the American Institute for Medical and
Biological Engineering (AIMBE), a distinguished
community that represents the top two percent of the
world’s leaders in medical and biological engineering
who are regularly recognized for their contributions in teaching, research, and innovation.
Pollard’s election as an AIMBE Fellow recognizes her pioneering development and
application of novel statistical tools for studying genomic data. She and her team share
these tools as open-source software that is now used by researchers around the world to
enable advancements in bioengineering and beyond. “Katie is a true innovator whose
contributions will drive fundamental new discoveries in human health and disease for
years to come,” says Gladstone President Deepak Srivastava, MD. “We congratulate her for
this well-deserved honor.”
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●

Learned adaptive multiphoton illumination microscopy for large-scale immune
response imaging — Multiphoton microscopy is a powerful technique for deep in vivo
imaging in scattering samples. However,
it requires precise, sample-dependent
increases in excitation power with depth
in order to generate contrast in scattering
tissue, while minimizing photobleaching
and phototoxicity. In this March 2021
Nature Communications article, BIDS
Alum Henry Pinkard, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Laura Waller (EECS, UC Berkeley) and
colleagues show how adaptive imaging can optimize illumination power at each point in a
3D volume as a function of the sample’s shape, without the need for specialized
ﬂuorescent labeling. The method relies on training a physics-based machine learning
model using cells with identical ﬂuorescent labels imaged in situ. This technique is used
for in vivo imaging of immune responses in mouse lymph nodes following vaccination.
The team achieved visualization of physiologically realistic numbers of antigen-speciﬁc T
cells (~2 orders of magnitude lower than previous studies), and demonstrated changes in
the global organization and motility of dendritic cell networks during the early stages of
the immune response. The team also provided a step-by-step tutorial for implementing
this technique using exclusively open-source hardware and software.

●

COVID-19: We can’t predict what’s next. But here’s what we can do now. – To learn more
about the dangers posed by the Delta variant
and its effect on the future of the pandemic,
Berkeley News spoke with BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate
Maya Petersen (Public Health, UC Berkeley),
chair of the biostatistics division at UC Berkeley’s
School of Public Health and an expert in
infectious diseases and epidemiology. • In
appreciation for Petersen’s tireless work on models simulating the COVID-19 spread in the
Bay Area, and for providing data-driven recommendations to local oﬃcials, San Francisco
Mayor named June 18 "Maya Petersen Day" in San Francisco.

●

CRIC Database Brings Machine Learning to Women's Health – BIDS Research Aﬃliate
Daniela Ushizima (Computational Research
Division, CAMERA, LBNL), a staff scientist in the
Computational Research Division at Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory, is part of a team at
the Center for Recognition and Inspection of
Cells (CRIC) who are developing a searchable
image database to enhance Pap smear tests
and taking a major step toward applying machine learning techniques to women’s health.
In June 2021, CRIC published a database of images of cervical-vaginal cytology, the CRIC
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Cervix Collection, which offers innovative opportunities for the use of machine learning
for biomedical purposes, and their work is described in a paper published in Nature
Scientiﬁc Data. • Read more from Ushizima in these 2021 publications: A Hierarchical
Feature-Based Methodology to Perform Cervical Cancer Classiﬁcation (MDPI Applied
Sciences, April 2021); CRIC searchable image database as a public platform for
conventional pap smear cytology data (Nature Scientiﬁc Data, June 2021); A Deep
Learning Ensemble Method to Assist Cytopathologists in Pap Test Image Classiﬁcation
(Journal of Imaging / MDPI, July 2021). • Daniela Ushizima Named One of ’25 Women in
Science in Latin America’ — In March, Ushizima was one of 25 female scientists honored
by 3M for innovative research "that has addressed key societal challenges and brought
light to the need for greater gender equity in the science community and beyond." The
award recognizes Ushizima for her role in developing algorithms and software for
automated cell analysis as part of an interdisciplinary group of medical pathologists,
engineers, and computer scientists who create new computational tools for analyzing
cervical cells using computer vision methods.
●

BRAIN Initiative Cell Census Network: First comprehensive atlas of mammalian brain
cells — BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate and Faculty Council
Member, Sandrine Dudoit, Professor and Chair
of the Berkeley's Department of Statistics, is part
of the team that released the ﬁrst
comprehensive multimodal cell census and atlas
of the mammalian primary motor cortex. Her
work is featured in two articles from the October
2021 special issue of Nature, which is devoted to the research, datasets, methods and
tools generated by the NIH’s Brain Research through Advancing Innovative
Neurotechnologies (BRAIN) Initiative Cell Census Network (BICCN). • In May 2021,
Sandrine Dudoit was named a Fellow of the Institute of Mathematical Statistics for her
"excellent research on the statistical foundations and implementation of statistical
genomic methods with particular focus on high-throughput methods for gene expression
proﬁling; for development of open-source statistical software for biomedical data analysis,
especially her role in founding and contributing to Bioconductor, an open-source
development platform; for excellent teaching and graduate and postgraduate student
mentoring; and for extraordinary university leadership."

●

Medical Imaging Research Using Deep Learning – BIDS Health and Life Sciences Lead
Maryam Vareth continues to offer this
undergraduate research internship project,
which uses deep learning approaches in
image reconstruction to accelerate Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) acquisition and in
result reduce MRI examination times for
patients. One of the fastest growing ﬁelds of
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research in medical imaging during the last several years is the use of machine learning
methods for image reconstruction. Two of the most inﬂuential developments in this area
have been parallel imaging and compressed sensing, and both of these rapid imaging
techniques are based on the principle of reducing the number of lines that are acquired in
k-space, which reduces the scan time and then exploiting the redundancy in measured
data during the image reconstruction. • Vareth also hosts a project entitled Open-source
software for generating synthetic electronic health records , in which undergraduate
student researchers are creating a portable, usable, consolidated, and open-source
software package for generating synthetic electronic health record (EHR) data. Research
access to EHR data is limited due to patient privacy concerns. Creating synthetic EHR
data – i.e. data that models realistic patterns and yet does not correspond to real patient
records – provides a potential mechanism to expand data access. As part of their work on
this project, students gain knowledge of open-source software, generative, unsupervised
machine learning techniques such as generative adversarial networks, user-interface
design in addition to gaining exposure to EHR data and healthcare data science. • Vareth
and Data Science Health Innovation Fellow Akram Bayat host an undergraduate research
internship project entitled Situational awareness dashboards for primary care clinicians,
in which students are creating a portable, usable, consolidated, and open-source software
platform for generating a dashboard to present personalized high priority patient data.
Situational awareness for primary care physicians plays an important role in providing
proactive care for patients with complex health conditions. Many factors may impede
physician’s situational awareness, particularly aggregating scattered data from a patient's
electronic medical records. The goal in this project is to develop a dashboard that
addresses a patient’s overall health status, instead of addressing each single disease.
●

24

In June 2021, Data Science Health Innovation Fellow Akram Bayat and a team at the
University of Massachusetts Boston released Human
Gait Data, a new database for analysis applications in
health, biometrics, education, and more. Human Gait
Data is a large human gait database conducted in
real-world conditions, and suitable to be used by
researchers using deep learning algorithms for various
analysis applications in health, biometrics, education,
etc. The goal of this study was to introduce a comprehensive gait database of 100 human
subjects who walked between two endpoints during two different sessions (200 walking
sessions) and their gait data were recorded using two smartphones, one that was
attached to their right thigh and another one was carried by a phone holder on the left side
of their waist. The metadata including age, gender, smoking, daily exercise time, height,
and weight of each individual was also recorded.
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●

BIDS Data Science Fellow Váleri Vásquez named 2021 Microsoft Research PhD Fellow
— Microsoft Research selected BIDS Data Science
Fellow Váleri N. Vásquez as one of ten PhD fellows
recognized for their innovative research and capacity for
future leadership. Vásquez is a PhD candidate in the
Energy and Resources Group at UC Berkeley, where she
studies the environmental drivers and economic impacts
of infectious disease. Her research is focused on the use
of genetic-based interventions, including CRISPR-Cas9 systems, to control
mosquito-borne illness. Vásquez develops models to probe the dynamics of genetically
modiﬁed organisms under realistic ﬁeld conditions, and to optimize both the effectiveness
and cost of their application as public health tools. The fellowship will enable Vásquez to
pursue interdisciplinary research to help control the spread of deadly diseases — like Zika,
dengue, and malaria — and to reduce the time and the cost of saving lives.

●

Harnessing Google Health Trends API Data for Epidemiologic Research — Berkeley
Computational Social Science Fellow Krista Neumann
and colleagues presented this research at the 2021
Interdisciplinary Association for Population Health
Science (IAPHS) Conference in October 2021. To
examine trends in child abuse and neglect during the
COVID-19 pandemic – and the possibility that
pandemic-related challenges (e.g. school closures) may
reduce the number of detected child abuse and neglect cases via traditional data sources
(even if incidence of abuse and neglect increased), the team investigated GHT-API as a
real-time data source to capture state-level trends.

●

The reduction of race and gender bias in clinical treatment recommendations using
clinician peer networks in an experimental setting —
Bias in clinical practice, in particular in relation to race
and gender, is a persistent cause of healthcare
disparities. In this November 2021 Nature
Communications paper, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Douglas
Guilbeault (Berkeley Haas School of Business) and
colleagues investigated the potential of a peer-network
approach to reduce bias in medical treatment decisions within an experimental setting.
They created “egalitarian” information exchange networks among practicing clinicians
who provided recommendations for the clinical management of patient scenarios,
presented via standardized patient videos of actors portraying patients with cardiac chest
pain. The videos, which were standardized for relevant clinical factors, presented either a
white male actor or Black female actor of similar age, wearing the same attire and in the
same clinical setting, portraying a patient with clinically signiﬁcant chest pain symptoms.
They found signiﬁcant disparities in the treatment recommendations given to the white
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male patient-actor and Black female patient-actor, which when translated into real clinical
scenarios would result in the Black female patient being signiﬁcantly more likely to receive
unsafe undertreatment, rather than the guideline-recommended treatment. In the
experimental control group, clinicians who were asked to independently reﬂect on the
standardized patient videos did not show any signiﬁcant reduction in bias. However,
clinicians who exchanged real-time information in structured peer networks signiﬁcantly
improved their clinical accuracy and showed no bias in their ﬁnal recommendations. The
team’s ﬁndings indicate that clinician network interventions might be used in healthcare
settings to reduce signiﬁcant disparities in patient treatment.
●

26

BIDS Aﬃliates Chasins, Pollard, and Waller receive 2022 Chan Zuckerberg Biohub
Investigator Awards — Three BIDS Aﬃliates are part of
the newest cohort of Chan Zuckerberg Biohub
Investigators, scientists and faculty from Stanford
University, UC San Francisco, and UC Berkeley who are
developing cross-disciplinary, early-stage research to
help solve urgent challenges in biomedicine. Each will
receive $1M over a 5-year term starting March 1, 2022.
BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Sarah E. Chasins, an assistant
professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer
Sciences at UC Berkeley, leads the PLAIT Lab
(Programming Languages for Approachable and
Inclusive Tools) at UC Berkeley, which invents usable
programming tools to democratize computation, especially to empower social scientists,
journalists, and other non-traditional programmers. Her research focuses on programming
languages (PL) and program synthesis, with an emphasis on work at the intersection of
PL, human-computer interaction, and social good. BIDS Research Aﬃliate Katherine S.
Pollard is the Director of the Gladstone Institute of Data Science & Biotechnology, and a
professor of bioinformatics at UCSF. Her Gladstone/UCSF bioinformatics research lab
focuses on using rigorous statistical approaches to develop models and open-source
software for the analysis of massive genomic datasets, gaining insights into the study
genome evolution, organization, and regulation. BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Laura Waller is an
associate professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Sciences at UC Berkeley. She
leads Berkeley’s Computational Imaging Lab, which is developing a new generation of
cameras that integrate computers as a part of the imaging system. Integrating imaging
systems and algorithms jointly in terms of hardware and software enables the optical
setup and post‐processing algorithms to be designed simultaneously, and these new (and
inexpensive) microscopes are using computation to do things that most microscopes
normally can't, such as 3D imaging, gigapixel imaging, and phase imaging.
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Humanities
●

In their new book, Communicating with Data: The Art of Writing for Data Science (Oxford
University Press, May 2021), BIDS Alum Sara Stoudt and
colleague Deb Nolan, the Associate Dean for
Undergraduate Education in UC Berkeley's new Division
of Computing, Data Science, and Society (CDSS), engage
with students and researchers who want to improve their
science communication skills, and to write about their
insights in a way that is both compelling and faithful to
the data. Advice on science writing is provided, including how to distill ﬁndings into a story,
organizing and revising stories, and how to write clearly, concisely, and precisely.

●

Sumerian Networks: A new JupyterBook for classifying text groups in the Drehem
Archives — In July 2021, BIDS Alum (and
former Research Training Program
Manager) Adam Anderson and BIDS
Faculty Aﬃliate and Faculty Council
Member Niek Veldhuis (Assyriology,
Near Eastern Studies, UC Berkeley)
released the Sumerian Networks
JupyterBook, a project which focuses on building reproducible models of socio-economic
networks from the Ur III archives. Anya Kulikov, Yashila Bordag and Colman Bouton –
students in CDSS’ Data Science Discovery Program – also contributed to the project, and
since 2015 about 15 undergraduate researchers have engaged with the project, working
on various aspects from data cleaning to network analysis. The project began with
~15,000 transliterated texts from the site of Drehem (known in antiquity as Puzriš-Dagān),
which are curated online in three databases: the Open Richly Annotated Cuneiform Corpus
(ORACC), the Database of Neo-Sumerian Texts (BDTNS), and the Cuneiform Digital Library
Initiative (CDLI). The group applied various classiﬁcation methods in order to delineate
sub-archival data sets, known as "text groups" in the scholarly literature.
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Physical Sciences

28

●

Daniela Ushizima and Berkeley Lab machine-learning team receive the ALS' 2021
Halbach Award — BIDS Research Aﬃliate Daniela
Ushizima (Computational Research Division, CAMERA,
LBNL), together with a team of physicists at Berkeley
Lab, received the ALS’ 2021 Klaus Halbach Award for
Innovative Instrumentation for their development of a
machine-learning-based application to stabilize the
transverse beam size and enhance the photon-beam
performance at Berkeley Lab’s Advanced Light Source (ALS). The team used
machine-learning techniques to solve a problem that has plagued third-generation light
sources for a long time: ﬂuctuations in beam size due to the motion of insertion devices.
By improving the stability of the electron beam, the project successfully enhanced the
performance of the ALS.

●

The LHC Olympics Challenge: Machine learning ushers in a new paradigm for particle
searches — In an article in the CERN EP Newsletter, BIDS
Research Aﬃliate Benjamin Nachman (Physics, LBNL)
described an emerging paradigm for data-driven,
model-agnostic new physics searches at colliders, and
how it aims to leverage recent breakthroughs in anomaly
detection and machine learning. To develop standard
datasets and benchmark new anomaly detection
methods within this framework, Nachman — along with
BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Uroš Seljak (Physics, UC Berkeley)
and a team of colleagues from around the world —
participated in the LHC Olympics 2020, a community
challenge accompanied by a set of simulated collider events. The team released a paper
that reviews The LHC Olympics 2020: A Community Challenge for Anomaly Detection in
High Energy Physics, including an overview of the competition, a description of the
participants/teams and the methods they deployed in the competition, lessons learned
from the experience, and implications for data analyses with future datasets as well as
future colliders. Nachman was one of the challenge co-organizers, and led a team that
recently applied methods to collider data, and Seljak was the PI of the winning team from
the blind challenge. • Also in 2021: Uroš Seljak and Benjamin Nachman receive DOE
grant for data-intensive scientiﬁc machine learning research and analysis — Their
project, entitled Surrogating High Dimensional Probability Distributions with Deep Learning
for Scientiﬁc Inference and Data Analysis, will focus on data-intensive scientiﬁc machine
learning research and analysis.
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●

Benjamin Nachman receives DOE grant to automate and optimize detector design using
machine learning — BIDS Research Aﬃliate
Benjamin Nachman is a Staff Scientist in
Berkeley Lab’s Physics Division, where he is
the group leader of the cross-cutting
Machine Learning for Fundamental Physics
group. In December 2021, he received a
grant as part of the US Department of
Energy's (DOE) investments in Research on Artiﬁcial Intelligence and Machine Learning
(AI/ML) for Nuclear Physics Accelerators and Detectors. The goal of this grant — a $1M
collaboration among Berkeley Lab, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, and UC
Riverside — is to use machine learning to automate and optimize detector design for the
upcoming Electron Ion Collider, a new particle accelerator being built at Brookhaven
National Laboratory in upstate New York. If successful, this could be the ﬁrst
particle/nuclear physics experiment optimized with machine learning. "I am particularly
excited about this project," says Nachman, "because it is at the intersection of particle and
nuclear physics, using machine learning as a unifying tool to help bridge this traditional
division." • Deep Learning Methods for High Energy Physics – BIDS Research Aﬃliate
Benjamin Nachman continues to host this undergraduate research internship project. This
is an exciting time in high energy physics: there are many experimental and theoretical
hints for new phenomena (such as dark matter), yet researchers do not yet have any
signiﬁcant evidence for new particles or forces of nature since the discovery of the Higgs
Boson in 2012. This could be because current experiments are not sensitive enough, that
the new particles are rare, or that we are not looking in the right place. The goal of this
project is to develop, adapt, and deploy state-of-the-art deep learning methods to enhance
the search for new particles. • Nachman received the 2021 Guido Altarelli Award in April,
in recognition of his research contributions "for precision measurements of observables
sensitive to jet substructure and use of innovative machine learning techniques."
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●

Philip B. Stark appointed to a forensic audit of the 2020 Windham, NH, Election — Large
unexplained discrepancies between the electronic
results and a hand count of the 2020 New Hampshire
State Representative contest in Windham, NH, prompted
lawmakers to pass a law (SB43) authorizing a forensic
audit of that contest as well as the gubernatorial contest
and the U.S. Senate contest in Windham. BIDS Faculty
Aﬃliate Philip B. Stark (Statistics, UC Berkeley) was
selected to be one of three auditors overseeing the process. • In this January 2021
Barron's commentary – Elections Should be Grounded in Evidence, Not Blind Trust –
Stark and colleagues advocate for evidence-based elections and clearer elections
reporting, including "processes that create strong public evidence that the reported
winners really won and the reported losers really lost, despite any problems that might
have occurred. Every step in election administration—from technology choices to voter
eligibility checks, physical security, the canvass, and audits—should ﬂow from that
requirement."

●

Examining the Global Spread of COVID-19 Misinformation — In this February 2021 arXiv
article, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Hany Farid (EECS and School of
Information, UC Berkeley) and colleague Sophie Nightingale report on
the results of their global survey of health-, political-, and
conspiratorial-based misinformation about the COVID-19 pandemic in
which they found "a troubling reach of and belief in COVID-related
misinformation, as well as a correlation with those that primarily
consume news from social media, and, in the United States, a strong
correlation with political leaning." Understanding how misinformation and conspiracies
are proliferated online, and the extent of their inﬂuence, will be vital to managing current
crises, as well as future crises. • Farid was also featured in this March 2021 All Things
Considered podcast – New Deepfakes Signal That Near Flawless Forgeries May Be Here
— in which he talks with NPR's Emma Bowman about the "misinformation apocalypse,"
the evolving sophistication of video technology and how recent advancements in machine
learning are enabling the creation and proliferation of impressively believable "deepfake''
videos. "This is clearly a new category of deepfake that we have not seen before," said
Farid, who researches digital forensics and misinformation.
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●

COVID-19 vaccine refusal and related factors: Preliminary ﬁndings from a system-wide
survey of correctional staff (Federal Sentencing Reporter,
April 2021). In partnership with the Pennsylvania
Department of Corrections (PADOC), a team including
BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Erin M. Kerrison (School of Social
Welfare, UC Berkeley) administered an electronic survey
to a diverse sample of PADOC correctional staff (n=4,232)
about their perceived exposure to COVID-19 while working, perceptions of vaccine safety,
and willingness to accept a no-cost vaccination. The team found that (1) across the prison
system, respondents from more rural Western regions reported an unwillingness to take
the vaccine, compared to those working at sites in Eastern, more densely populated
regions; (2) including those who believed they had already been exposed to COVID-19,
respondents that would refuse the vaccine reported doubts about its safety and a general
mistrust toward the US medical establishment; and (3) addressing the spread of
misinformation among correctional staff—as well as attending to the variation in vaccine
uptake that spans categories of personnel race, age, tenure, and position—will require
multi-pronged education efforts and a strategic outreach plan that centers the importance
placed on the sources of that content.

●

The work and research of BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Rediet Abebe (EECS, UC Berkeley) is
featured in this April 2021 article and video from Quanta
Magazine – A Computer Scientist Who Tackles
Inequality Through Algorithms – in which Abebe talked
about her childhood, the social costs of bad algorithmic
design, and how her background in math sharpens her
work Abebe is a co-founder of the organizations Black in
AI, a community of Black researchers working in artiﬁcial
intelligence, and Mechanism Design for Social Good, which brings together researchers
from different disciplines to address social problems. • Abebe was also featured In a June
2021 Radical Imagination podcast on the Ethics of AI in which she talked with host Angela
Glover Blackwell about how artiﬁcial intelligence and the algorithms that are used to make
important decisions in areas such as policing, lending, hiring, renting, health care (and
many others), are receiving increased scrutiny for encoding and intensifying racial bias.

●

Why Implicit Bias Training For Police Doesn't Work — And What Can Be Done To Combat
Racism — In this April 2021 podcast, WBUR Here &
Now's Tonya Mosley spoke with BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate
Jack Glaser, a social psychologist and professor in UC
Berkeley's Goldman School of Public Policy, whose work
focuses on police practices and implicit bias. Fraser's
study of the protests in response to George Floyd's killing
last summer revealed that police oﬃcers reacted more
violently against Black Lives Matter protesters than against armed right-wing groups. In
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the aftermath of recent police killings of Black Americans, many police departments have
implemented implicit bias training for oﬃcers, but research is showing why these
measures are ineffective. This interview examines some of the psychology around implicit
bias, and considers other measures that are being taken — and could be taken — to curb
police violence and combat racism in police departments across the country.

32

●

Social Learning in the COVID-19 Pandemic: Community Establishments’ Closure
Decisions Follow Those of Nearby Chain Establishments — As conveners that bring
various stakeholders into the same physical space,
ﬁrms can powerfully inﬂuence the course of pandemics
such as coronavirus disease 2019. Even when
operating under government orders and health
guidelines, ﬁrms have had considerable discretion to
keep their establishments open or closed during a
pandemic. In this May 2021 paper in Management
Science, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Sameer B. Srivastava (Berkeley Haas School of Business)
and colleagues examined the role of social learning in the exercise of this discretion at the
establishment level. In particular, they evaluated how the closure decisions of chain
establishments, which are associated with national brands, affect those of proximate,
same-industry community establishments, which are independently owned or managed.
The results suggest that closing decisions of community establishments are affected by
the decisions made by chain establishments; a community establishment is 3.5% more
likely to be open on a given day if the proportion of nearby open chain establishments
increases by one standard deviation.

●

“Algorithmic Bias Playbook” helps health care organizations identify and prevent racial
bias in live algorithms —This new tool, which was
designed to help health care organizations ﬁnd and
ﬁx biased algorithms that can lead to faulty
decision-making, was released in June 2021 by a
team of Berkeley researchers including BIDS Alum
Stephanie Eaneff and colleagues at the University of
Chicago Booth School of Business. The playbook is
based on insights gleaned from the authors’ experiences over years of applied work, and
describes four steps organizations can take to identify and mitigate biased algorithms.
“Algorithmic bias is everywhere,” the authors posit. “Our work with dozens of
organizations—health care providers, insurers, technology companies, and regulators—has
taught us that biased algorithms are deployed throughout the health care system,
inﬂuencing clinical care, operational workﬂows, and policy. Beyond healthcare, we've seen
algorithmic bias inﬂuence decisions in criminal justice, ﬁnance, and other ﬁelds. But our
work has also shown us that there are solutions, and we are sharing resources to help
leaders, practitioners, and policymakers address the problem and mitigate algorithmic
bias wherever they ﬁnd it.”
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●

In July 2021, BIDS’ Tim Thomas – Research Training Lead for the Berkeley Computational
Social Science Training Program, and the
Research Director for UC Berkeley's Institute
of Governmental Studies and the Center for
Community Innovation’s Urban
Displacement Project (UDP) – and a team
from the UDP released the Housing
Precarity Risk Model (HPRM), a new tool
for mapping eviction and displacement risk across 53 US
metro areas. The HPRM estimates where eviction,
displacement, and long-term poverty may occur after state
and federal eviction moratoriums end. Users may click on a city and choose different
layers such as precarity, eviction, displacement, and unemployment. Researchers may use
this mapping tool to identify the most vulnerable neighborhoods that are in particularly
urgent need of assistance and resources from local, state, and federal agencies. The
model also provides anti-displacement policy recommendations. • Thomas is also
featured in this September 2021 CDSS News interview – California’s eviction moratorium
is ending – how data science will affect what comes next — in which he talks about
who's typically impacted by evictions, what we can expect after the moratorium is lifted,
and how data science could provide evidence that evictions are a civil rights issue. •
Thomas has consulted with the White House on the state of evictions during the
pandemic, and also co-authored this April 2021 paper in Socius: U.S. Eviction Filing
Patterns in 2020. • Thomas and UDP colleagues also host the Evictions Study, an aﬃliate
of the Urban Displacement Project that combines theory and data science to understand
demographic disparities and neighborhood drivers of eviction. This interdisciplinary team
– a collaboration between researchers at the University of California, Berkeley, and the
University of Washington – examines court records and Sheriff warrants to identify race,
ethnic, and sex disparities of evicted renters, with the goal to expand public and scholarly
knowledge by identifying the prevalence and drivers of evictions in under-studied regions,
and providing evidence-based research for policy reform.

●

Longitudinal Associations Between Discrimination, Neighborhood Social Cohesion, and
Telomere Length: The Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis — In this July 2021 paper in
The Journals of Gerontology: Series A, Berkeley
Computational Social Science Fellow Elleni M. Hailu
and colleagues aimed to examine if neighborhood social
cohesion moderated longitudinal associations between
baseline reports of discrimination and 10-year changes
in leukocyte telomere length (LTL). Data are from the
Multi-Ethnic Study of Atherosclerosis. They found that
neighborhood social cohesion modiﬁed the effect of baseline reports of major
experiences of discrimination on 10-year changes in LTL, independent of
sociodemographic characteristics, health behaviors, and health conditions. Among those
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residing in neighborhoods with low social cohesion, experiencing major discrimination in
≥2 domains was associated with faster LTL attrition over 10 years, compared to reporting
no discrimination. These ﬁndings help advance researchers’ understanding of the integral
role that neighborhood environments play in attenuating the effect of discrimination on
accelerated cell aging.

34

●

BIDS Fellow Ángel Mendiola Ross receives ASA's 2021 CUSS Graduate Student Paper
Award – Berkeley Computational Social Science Fellow Ángel Mendiola
Ross received the 2021 Community and Urban Sociology Section (CUSS)
of the American Sociological Association (ASA) Graduate Student Paper
Award for “Outercity Policing: Drivers of Police Spending in a Changing
Metropolis,” a paper that examines police spending in nearly 200
municipalities across California with a speciﬁc focus on the suburban
periphery. Suburbs that saw increases in the share of Black residents and
renters increased their investment in local law enforcement. Results point to the role of
police as a contemporary mechanism of both social control and segregation. Award
winners were announced at the CUSS business in August.

●

Exploring Geographic Factors of Seattle’s Minimum Wage Law — The Data Science for
Social Good Program at the University of Washington’s
eScience Institute brings together students, stakeholders,
and data and domain researchers to work on focused,
collaborative projects for societal beneﬁt. Berkeley
Computational Social Science Fellow Mahader Tamene
worked with an interdisciplinary team to look at the
impacts of Seattle’s $15 minimum wage in context of the
city’s coinciding tech boom and consequent gentriﬁcation, and the team summarized their
ﬁndings in an August 2021 eScience Institute blog post entitled Data Science for Social
Good: Exploring Geographic Factors of Seattle’s Minimum Wage Law.

●

United in Health / Unidos en Salud — BIDS
Faculty Aﬃliate Maya Petersen (School of
Public Health, UC Berkeley) is part of this
collaboration of healthcare providers,
infectious disease experts, community
mobilizers, and people who are helping
vulnerable populations through COVID-19, which disproportionately affects communities
of color across the nation. In San Francisco, LatinX members make up roughly 50% of
COVID-19 cases, despite being 15% of the population, due to long standing health
inequities. Low-barrier access to testing and care are instrumental in curbing the
pandemic. To advance access and effectiveness to COVID-19 testing and response, the
program provides free, low-barrier COVID-19 test-and-response studies that inform policy
changes to address real-life conditions faced by vulnerable populations. As of December
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2020, over 14,000 people had been tested through the United in Health / Unidos en Salud
initiative in the Mission, Bayview, Sunnydale, Tenderloin, Excelsior and Visitacion Valley
districts in San Francisco. These studies have directly led to the “Right to Recover”
program in San Francisco, which provides support for families affected by COVID-19 and
experience ﬁnancial hardship due to isolation/quarantine.
●

New study sheds light on the effects of remote work on collaboration and innovation
— In a paper in the September 2021 issue of Nature
Human Behaviour, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate David Holtz
(Berkeley Haas School of Business) and collaborators
at Microsoft analyze anonymized telemetry data from
over 60,000 U.S. Microsoft employees – collected
before and after the onset of the COVID-19 pandemic –
to estimate the effects of remote work on collaboration
network structure, as well as workweek length and email, instant message, video/audio
call, and meeting activity levels. Understanding how remote work will affect workers
beyond the pandemic has immediate implications for ﬁrms making long-term decisions
such as whether to transition to a full-time remote workforce, whether to adopt hybrid
work models, and how heavily to invest in physical oﬃce space.

●

Some Questions Beneﬁt from Group Discussion. Others Don’t. — When you’ve got a
diﬃcult question to answer, do you consult multiple
experts to get a sense of their individual views, or ask a
group to deliberate together? Studies on the concept of
collective intelligence suggest that when managed
properly, asking a group can lead to more accurate
estimates than simply averaging the recommendations
of multiple independent advisors. However, research
from BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Douglas Guilbeault (Berkeley Haas School of Business) and
colleagues, in a September 2021 issue of Harvard Business Review, suggests that while
group deliberation can indeed increase the accuracy of forecasts, it can lead you astray
when it comes to making a ﬁnal decision. • Also co-authored by Guilbeault in 2021:
Topological measures for identifying and predicting the spread of complex contagions
(Nature Communications, July 2021), and The reduction of race and gender bias in
clinical treatment recommendations using clinician peer networks in an experimental
setting — Bias in clinical practice, in particular in relation to race and gender, is a persistent
cause of healthcare disparities. In this November 2021 Nature Communications paper,
Guilbeault and colleagues investigated the potential of a peer-network approach to reduce
bias in medical treatment decisions within an experimental setting. The team’s ﬁndings
indicate that clinician network interventions might be used in healthcare settings to reduce
signiﬁcant disparities in patient treatment.
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●

Prisons and Mental Health: Violence, Organizational Support, and the Effects of
Correctional Work — Correctional workers have a high
likelihood of exposure to violence in the workplace.
However, empirical literature has largely neglected the
mental health consequences of prison work, as well as
the institutional factors that might mitigate or
exacerbate these effects. To ﬁll this gap, Berkeley
Computational Social Science Fellow Jessie Harney and
colleagues employed original survey data on thousands of correctional oﬃcers to explore
the effects of exposure to violence on the job. In this September 2021 Criminal Justice and
Behavior paper, Harney and colleagues found strong associations between violence and
symptoms of post-traumatic stress disorder and suicide risk, as well as symptoms of
depression, alcohol abuse, anxiety, and sleep disorder. Importantly, they also found a
potentially protective role of institutional factors, such as the quality of perceived
management and supervision. In line with the perceived organizational support (POS)
model, the ﬁndings make clear that organizational support can moderate the deleterious
effects of prison work.

●

Demo Watch Government Archives – BIDS Director Saul Perlmutter (Physics, UC
Berkeley) and BIDS Alumni Nick Adams (Goodly Labs) continue to co-lead this
undergraduate research internship project, which uses data science to identify common
sequences of interaction between
protesters and governments and key
decision points that result in violence,
peace, and everything in between. The
Demo Watch project has collected and
is curating over 8,000 news articles
describing all the interactions between
police and protesters during the Occupy movement. As part of the project, students work
with senior researchers and professors from Goodly Labs, NYU, and the University of
Michigan to (1) implement/code a multi-level time-series model that will analyze curated
Demo Watch data to ﬁnd patterns of peaceful and violent activity; and (2) create a text
classiﬁer, via supervised machine learning, that is capable of scanning through news
articles about protest to identify important data for analysis. • Perlmutter and Adams also
offer an undergraduate research internship project entitled Public Editor: The Citizen
Science Solution to Media Misinformation, which is a collaborative news assessment
platform that brings the public together to improve their own media literacy, evaluate the
quality of information circulating on the Internet, and share their results with the broader
public. Participating students get ﬁrst-hand experience building, reﬁning, and launching a
national-scale data science project that aims to engage thousands of public volunteers
and news readers.
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●

Subnational Brazilian Everyday and Pandemic Politics – BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Alison
Post (Political Science and Global
Metropolitan Studies, UC Berkeley) hosts this
undergraduate research internship project, in
which students work to analyze, code and
create an original dataset that reﬂects the
ongoing COVID-19 crisis in Brazil. • Post also
hosts an undergraduate research internship
project entitled The Politics of Policing Technologies:
Tracking Technology Adoption in the State of California, in
which students examine the adoption of new technologies
by police departments in the state of California. Examples
include body worn cameras, dashboard cameras, crime
mapping, automated gunshot detection systems, ring camera systems, and video
surveillance systems. While some of these technologies raise potential concerns about
community surveillance and privacy, others are demanded by local communities as ways
of monitoring police oﬃcers. Post is interested in understanding the circumstances under
which these technologies are adopted, including which types of city and county police
departments are more likely to adopt these technologies, and why, as well as the
implications of uneven patterns of adoption for the quality and character of residents'
everyday experiences with the police.

●

Using AI to target aid in Togo — There is
often an urgent need for humanitarian
assistance in low-income countries. But how
can it be targeted eﬃciently and quickly? In
an October 2021 VoxEU Economics podcast
interview, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate and Faculty
Council Member Joshua Blumenstock
(School of Information, CEGA, UC Berkeley) tells how, in Togo, a combination of machine
learning and mobile phone data dramatically increased the effectiveness of Covid
assistance. Read more about this research in this October 2021 Centre for Economic
Policy Research (CEPR) paper: Machine Learning and Mobile Phone Data Can Improve
the Targeting of Humanitarian Assistance. • Blumenstock offers a suite of undergraduate
research internship projects – Using Data Science to Improve COVID-19 Response in
Developing Countries – that focus on using data science methods (including machine
learning, computer science, statistics, econometrics, interactive data visualization) to help
governments get emergency cash aid to those who need it most. • Blumenstock’s
Data-Intensive Development Lab provides data science support to the governments of
several Low and Middle Income Countries, as well as humanitarian organizations that are
doing their best to effectively respond to the evolving humanitarian crisis caused by the
COVID-19 pandemic.
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●

Prior punishments and cumulative disadvantage: How supervision status impacts
prison sentences — In this October 2021 Criminology article, BIDS
Faculty Aﬃliate David J. Harding (Sociology, D-Lab, UC Berkeley) and
colleagues explore one way prior punishments may contribute to
cumulative disadvantage: through more severe sentencing of those
under criminal justice supervision. The team found that the formal
penalty for supervision status is modest, whereas court actors place
substantially more weight on current parole status than do the
guidelines when deciding to sentence a defendant to prison, and they do not seem to give
current probation status extra weight in a consistent way. As such, parole is more likely to
contribute to cumulative disadvantage stemming from prior punishments. This
disproportionately impacts Black defendants because of their higher rates of parole.
Findings suggest that attempts to address factors contributing to cumulative
disadvantage will need to consider not only formal rules but also how informal discretion
contributes to prison sentences. • Also co-authored by Harding in 2021: The Effect of Split
Sentences on Employment and Future Criminal Justice Involvement: Evidence from a
Natural Experiment (Social Forces, November 2021).

●

It-who-must-not-be-named: Covid-19 misinformation, tactics to proﬁt from it and to
evade content moderation on YouTube – In this
December 2021 article in SocArXiv, BIDS’ Alex de
Siqueira and colleagues examine how Brazilian YouTube
channels spreading vaccine misinformation also
misinform the public about the COVID-19 pandemic. The
team’s analysis shows that content creators have developed tactics to
evade moderation and to proﬁt both from the YouTube Partner Program
and from different products, such as courses, books, supplements, and even isolated land
— this last item in a pretext to ﬂee from alleged conspiracies. Through the YouTube
Partner Program, 516 brands paid for ads that appeared on videos containing Covid-19
misinformation, including the American CDC.

●

New Kavli Center at UC Berkeley to foster ethics, engagement in science – In December
2021, UC Berkeley announced the new Kavli Center for
Ethics, Science, and the Public, to be led by a core group
of prominent campus scientists, ethicists, philosophers
and journalists, including BIDS Director Saul Perlmutter
(Physics, UC Berkeley) and BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Jack
Gallant (Psychology, UC Berkeley). Alongside a second
center at the University of Cambridge in the UK, the
Berkeley center hopes to “equip the next generation of scientists with tools to engage
deeply with the ethical and societal implications of their research, and to create new and
innovative ways to involve the public in the scientiﬁc process.”
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BIDS contributes directly to an impressive portfolio of open source research software platforms
that enable research communities worldwide to collaborate in sharable, reproducible research.
The software development communities that BIDS supports are crucial for the development and
maintenance of accessible data-intensive research. View some highlights from 2021 followed by
a portfolio of supported open source platforms below.

●

Twenty years ago, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Fernando Pérez,
now an associate professor of statistics at UC Berkeley,
started one of the foundational tools for analyzing large
amounts of data in a transparent and collaborative way.
In this August 2021 CDSS News interview — As Project
Jupyter celebrates 20 years, Fernando Pérez reﬂects
on how it started, open science’s impact and the value
of diversity in coding — Pérez describes how that project, IPython, evolved into Project
Jupyter, which now provides a collection of tools, such as the Jupyter Notebook, to assist
users in the process of interactive computing by iteratively executing small fragments of
programming code to explore, analyze and visualize data and computational ideas. It also
allows scientists to view and build upon the work of other researchers worldwide. Nearly
10 million Jupyter notebooks have been made public by users on GitHub, and Jupyter and
similar tools have underpinned groundbreaking research like the ﬁrst image of a black
hole. Jupyter has also changed the process of scientiﬁc publishing, making it possible for
scientists to easily share the data and code behind their conclusions and offering ways to
replicate them. • Pérez is also featured in this January 2021 Nature article that highlights
his development of iPython as one of the Ten computer codes that transformed science,
as well as a June 2021 Berkeley Lab CRD News article on Project Jupyter: A Computer
Code that Transformed Science.
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●

In this March 2021 Nature Methods article, BIDS Alum
Henry Pinkard, BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Faculty Council
Member Laura Waller (EECS, UC Berkeley) and
colleagues describe Pycro-Manager: open-source
software for customized and reproducible microscope
control, a package that enables python control of
Micro-Manager (an open-source microscopy control
software) as well as the simple development of
customized experiments that involve microscope
hardware control integrated with real-time image
processing. It is compatible with hundreds of microscope components and full
microscopes.

●

BIDS Senior Research Data Scientist Karthik Ram
co-authored two 2021 publications in Patterns (Cell
Press). Common Sense Approaches to Sharing Tabular
Data Alongside Publication — Numerous arguments
strongly support the practice of open science, which
offers several societal and individual beneﬁts. For
individual researchers, sharing research artifacts such as
data can increase trust and transparency, improve the reproducibility of one's own work,
and catalyze new collaborations. Despite a general appreciation of the beneﬁts of data
sharing, research data are often only available to the original investigators. For data that
are shared, lack of useful metadata and documentation make them challenging to reuse.
In this December 2021 paper, the team argues that a lack of incentives and infrastructure
for making data useful is the biggest barrier to creating a culture of widespread data
sharing. • The role of metadata in reproducible computational research (September
2021) — Reproducible computational research (RCR) is the keystone of the scientiﬁc
method for in silico analyses, packaging the transformation of raw data to published
results. In addition to its role in research integrity, improving the reproducibility of scientiﬁc
studies can accelerate evaluation and reuse. This potential and wide support for the FAIR
principles have motivated interest in metadata standards supporting reproducibility.
Metadata provide context and provenance to raw data and methods and are essential to
both discovery and validation. Despite this shared connection with scientiﬁc data, few
studies have explicitly described how metadata enable reproducible computational
research. This review employs a functional content analysis to identify metadata
standards that support reproducibility across an analytic stack consisting of input data,
tools, notebooks, pipelines, and publications. The review provides background context,
explores gaps, and discovers component trends of embeddedness and methodology
weight from which recommendations for future work are derived.
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●

Functional, usable, and maintainable open-source software is increasingly essential to
scientiﬁc research, but there is a large variation in formal training for software
development and maintainability. In this November 2021 paper in PLoS Computational
Biology, Innovate For Health Data Science Health Innovation Fellow Haley Hunter-Zinck,
BIDS Assistant Project Scientist Alex de
Siqueira, BIDS Data Science Fellow
Váleri Vásquez, BIDS Alum Richard
Barnes, and BIDS Biodiversity and
Environmental Science Lead Ciera C.
Martinez propose Ten simple rules on
writing clean and reliable open-source
scientiﬁc software that are centered on two best practice components – clean code and
testing – that are relatively straightforward and provide substantial utility relative to the
learning investment. Adopting clean code practices helps to standardize and organize
software code in order to enhance readability and reduce cognitive load for both the initial
developer and subsequent contributors, and this allows developers to concentrate on core
functionality and reduce errors. Clean coding styles make software code more amenable
to testing, including unit tests that work best with modular and consistent software code.
Although conforming to coding styles and designing tests can add time to the software
development project in the short term, these foundational tools can help to improve the
correctness, quality, usability, and maintainability of open-source scientiﬁc software code.
They also advance the principal point of scientiﬁc research: producing accurate results in
a reproducible way. In addition to suggesting several tips for getting started with clean
code and testing practices, the team recommends numerous tools for the popular
open-source scientiﬁc software languages Python, R, and Julia.

Cesium-ML
BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Joshua Bloom and Senior
Research Data Scientist Stéfan J. van der Walt
support this end-to-end machine learning
platform for time-series that computes machine
learning features, builds models, and does
prediction. Cesium has two main components:
a Python library, and a web application platform that allows interactive exploration of machine
learning pipelines. The Cesium library is speciﬁcally designed to handle irregularly sampled time
series, as is common in astronomy.
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Jupyter
Project Jupyter is a community of open-source developers, scientists, educators,
and data scientists. Its goal is to build open-source tools and create a community
that facilitates scientiﬁc research, reproducible and open workﬂows, education,
computational narratives, and data analytics. Jupyter supports over 100
programming languages, and connects data analytics tools across a range of
disciplines and communities.
Mothra
Mothra is a new computer vision (CV) pipeline
developed by BIDS Assistant Project Scientist
Alex de Siqueira and BIDS Senior Research Data
Scientist Stéfan van der Walt to analyze images
of butterﬂies. In this December 2021 preprint
article in bioRxiv – Applying computer vision to
digitised natural history collections for climate change research: temperature-size responses
in British butterﬂies — de Siqueira, Van der Walt, and colleagues describe how Mothra was
applied to the Natural History Museum’s online collections of British butterﬂies (which include
over 180,000 specimens) to test hypotheses in an established area of biotic response to climate
change research. Mothra automatically detects the specimen in the image, sets the scale,
measures wing features (e.g., forewing length), determines the orientation of the specimen
(pinned ventrally or dorsally), and identiﬁes the sex. These measurements and meta-data are
paired with temperature records to test how adult size varies with temperature during the
immature stages of species and to assess patterns of sexual-size dimorphism across species
and families. Applying CV to digitised natural history collections (NHCs) has the potential to
greatly accelerate the use of NHCs for biotic response to global change research.
NetworkX
In Spring 2020, BIDS researchers received funding from the Chan
Zuckerberg Initiative (CZI) for their work on the open-source
research software platform NetworkX, which
serves as the fundamental network analysis tool
for creating and manipulating graphs and
networks in Python. To meet the needs of the
scientiﬁc community over the next decade, the
BIDS team is revitalizing NetworkX by growing
its developer community, refactoring code,
improving performance, and making a major release. BIDS Senior Research Data Scientist Stéfan
van der Walt leads the BIDS team, which includes former BIDS Alum Jarrod Millman and BIDS
Scientiﬁc Software Developer Ross Barnowski.
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NumPy
NumPy is the fundamental array package underpinning the Scientiﬁc
Python ecosystem. BIDS hosts a team of core developers who work
with the NumPy community to develop the library in preparation for
the next decade of data science. NumPy
contains, among other things, the following: 1) A
powerful N-dimensional array object, 2)
Sophisticated (broadcasting) functions, 3) Tools
for integrating C/C++ and Fortran code, and 4)
Useful linear algebra, Fourier transform, and
random number capabilities. Besides its obvious
scientiﬁc uses, NumPy can also be used as an eﬃcient multi-dimensional container of generic
data. Arbitrary data types can be deﬁned, and this allows NumPy to seamlessly and speedily
integrate with a wide variety of databases. BIDS Senior Research Data Scientist Stéfan van der
Walt leads the BIDS team, which includes BIDS Scientiﬁc Software Developers Sebastian Berg
and Ross Barnowski.
rOpenSci
rOpenSci is a scientiﬁc open-source project whose
primary mission is to promote development and use
of high-quality research software in the research
community. The rOpenSci team and community
enable this transformation by training domain experts
in good software development practices and fostering
a peer review culture for research software. Simultaneously the project is also responsible for
building robust software to help researchers access, discover, publish and work with disparate
types of scientiﬁc data. R OpenSci plays a critical role in the scientiﬁc software ecosystem,
particularly in the R programming language. In December 2021, BIDS Senior Research Data
Scientist and rOpenSci Project Lead Karthik Ram announced that rOpenSci had been awarded
new funding as part of the Chan Zuckerberg Initiative Open Science program’s education and
capacity building strategy: rOpenSci Announces $400K CZI Award to Empower Historically
Excluded Groups as Community Leaders in Scientiﬁc Open Source Projects. This grant will
support a new project to enable more members of historically excluded groups to participate in,
beneﬁt from, and become leaders in the R, research software engineering, and open source and
open science communities. To date, developers in the R and open source communities are
overwhelmingly white, male, from a handful of countries, primarily English-speaking, and do not
use assistive technologies to participate. “Research software should serve everyone in our
communities. It needs to be sustainable and open and built by and for all groups.”
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scikit-image
Scikit-image is a community-driven Python project, consisting of a
vast collection of high-quality, peer-reviewed image processing
algorithms that are made available to a global community of
researchers free of charge and free of restriction. The library is
widely used in many different ﬁelds, including astronomy,
biomedical imaging, and environmental resource management.
Scikit-image was founded by BIDS Research Data Scientist
Stéfan van der Walt in 2009, and BIDS Assistant Project
Scientist Alex de Siqueira now also contributes to the project.
SciPy
SciPy is an open-source scientiﬁc computing library for the Python
programming language. Since its initial release in 2001, SciPy
has become a de facto standard for leveraging scientiﬁc
algorithms in Python, with over 600 unique code contributors,
thousands of dependent packages, over 100,000 dependent
repositories and millions of downloads per year. It is widely used
by researchers across academia and industry, and has been
used in the production of some major scientiﬁc results such as
the LIGO gravitational wave detection, and the recent imaging of a black hole by the Event Horizon
Telescope. BIDS is home to several SciPy core developers including BIDS Research Data Scientist
Stéfan van der Walt and BIDS Alum Jarrod Millman.
SkyPortal
SkyPortal is a fully open-source data portal for the collaborative
study and management of time-domain sources and events. It
interactively displays astronomical datasets for annotation,
analysis, and discovery, and is designed to be modular and
extensible, so it can be customized for various scientiﬁc
use-cases. BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Joshua Bloom and Senior
Research Data Scientist Stéfan van der Walt released SkyPortal
in 2019.
US Research Software Sustainability Institute (URSSI)
This project is conceptualizing a US Research Software
Sustainability Institute that will focus on the entire research
software ecosystem — including the people who create,
maintain, and use research software — to validate and address various classes
of concerns impacting all software development and maintenance projects
across all of NSF. BIDS Senior Research Data Scientist and rOpenSci Project Lead Karthik Ram
leads this project, which was launched in 2017.
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In 2021, BIDS hosted and sponsored a variety of training programs and events to enable our
community members to connect and collaborate. BIDS’ ongoing outreach programs reﬂect our
commitment to facilitate robust cross-disciplinary research and inter-departmental collaboration
that augment degree programs and provide valuable, accessible resources that expand
collaboration opportunities for the campus community. BIDS’ signature interdisciplinary programs
-- such as the BIDS Cross Domain Initiatives (XDs) and a unique portfolio of data science research
fellowship programs -- now attract international communities of researchers and data science
practitioners from academia, government, and industry who work together to advance research
and break down the boundaries between domains.

Postdoctoral and Graduate Fellowships
BIDS fellowship programs for postdoctoral and graduate student researchers cross boundaries in
ﬁelds including environmental science, human health sciences and medical imaging,
computational biology, molecular and cell biology, statistics and biostatistics, social welfare, and
public policy.
BIDS Data Science Fellowship Program
This 2-year research training program is open to postdocs and
graduate students at UC Berkeley, LBNL or UCSF, who are dedicated
to advancing data science and undertaking innovative,
cross-disciplinary data-intensive research.
Berkeley Computational Social Science Training Program
This program was launched in 2020 in coordination with the
Berkeley Social Science Data Laboratory (D-Lab) and the Berkeley
School of Public Health, to train predoctoral students representing a
variety of degree programs and expertise areas in the social
sciences, including demography, public health, public policy, social
epidemiology, social welfare, and sociology. BIDS welcomed the ﬁrst
cohort of CSS Fellows in Summer 2020, and a second cohort in Summer 2021. This program is
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led by BIDS Faculty Aﬃliates David J. Harding (Sociology, D-Lab, UC Berkeley) and Maya
Petersen (Public Health, UC Berkeley), BIDS Associate Faculty Director Heather A. Haveman
(Sociology and Haas School of
Business, UC Berkeley), and Tim
Thomas (Research Training Lead
for the Computational Social
Science Training Program, and
Research Director of Berkeley’s
Urban Displacement Project).
Innovate For Health Data Science Health Innovation Fellowship Program
This program was launched in June 2019 by the
Innovate For Health (I4H) initiative, a collaboration
between BIDS at UC Berkeley, the Bakar
Computational Health Sciences Institute (BCHSI) at
UCSF, and the Janssen Pharmaceutical Companies
of Johnson & Johnson. BIDS Health and Life
Sciences Lead Maryam Vareth co-directs this
program, which recruits advanced-level data scientists for high-impact, data-driven healthcare
research and provides successful applicants with 2 years of ﬁnancial support to develop and
execute health-related translational research that optimizes data-driven discovery using vast
healthcare datasets and addresses currently unmet patient needs. The program’s ﬁrst cohort
joined BIDS and BCHSI in 2019, and the program welcomed its second cohort in 2020.

Undergraduate Internships
In 2021, the BIDS Undergraduate Internships continued to augment
the Berkeley undergraduate research experience by providing a
variety of engaging data science research opportunities for
undergraduate students representing a wide variety of academic
disciplines. Through UC Berkeley's Undergraduate Research
Apprentice Program (URAP), BIDS Faculty, Fellows, and Staff
mentors enlist undergraduate students to help design and implement collaborative projects in a
variety of research areas, helping students develop skills in research, programming, paper writing,
project management, and team building. Read more about BIDS’ 2021 undergraduate research
internship opportunities in the Research section, above.
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In addition to BIDS’ portfolio of training programs and annual cross-domain conference, BIDS
events and outreach activities include public seminars and webinars that provide a variety of
opportunities for researchers at all levels, and enable participants to engage, connect and
collaborate across all research disciplines.

Conferences and Workshops
CSV Conf 2021 (csv,conf,v6)
BIDS Senior Research Data Scientist Karthik Ram has
been an organizer of CSV Conf since 2016, and program
chair since 2017. csv,conf,v6 on May 4-5, 2021, was a
small community conference that featured diverse talks
about data sharing and data analysis, tools, practices,
and data science applications from science, journalism,
government/civic tech, academia, industry, and open source — with a strong focus on the ethics
of data science, democratizing data, and social good.
Data Science by Design (DSxD) Creator Conference 2021
In February 2021, BIDS Biodiversity and
Environmental Sciences Lead Ciera C. Martinez
and BIDS Alums Váleri Vásquez and Sara
Stoudt announced a new initiative – Data
Science by Design (DSxD) – a community of
practice to curate ideas about data narratives,
innovative communication approaches and
aesthetic visual design principles. This initiative aims to
conscientiously develop the future of data science with
diversity, inclusion, and open education as guiding principles
that incorporate transparent research practices and
accessible training. The ﬁrst DSxD Creator Conference was
held on May 27-28, 2021.
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Cross-Domain Initiatives (XDs)
BIDS’ signature cross-domain initiatives (XDs) are interdisciplinary research communities working
together to identify common principles, algorithms and tools to advance research and break
down the boundaries between domains, and to foster exchange and new collaborations among
like-minded researchers. In 2020-2021, the BIDS XDs continued to expand their communities
through events and shared online resources.
BIDS GraphXD (Graphs Analysis Across Domains)
BIDS GraphXD is a cross-domain
initiative that promotes
interdisciplinary collaboration and
training for researchers, scientists,
and theorists interested in using
graphs and network analysis for
applications in a variety of ﬁelds
across STEAM including (but not limited to) anthropology, art, biology, computer science,
economics, history, linguistics, mathematics, physics, and sociology. BIDS GraphXD 2021 was
organized by BIDS Research Training Manager Adam Anderson and BIDS Data Science Outreach
Lead Alex de Siqueira on March 23, and it featured presentations from distinguished speakers
and tutorials focused on NetworkX, the fundamental network analysis tool for creating and
manipulating graphs and networks in Python. Presentations and tutorials highlighted this
framework’s utility and diversity in a variety of applications. All researchers, scientists, and
theorists interested in using graphs and network analysis were welcome and encouraged to
attend this event. All are invited to watch the full program of BIDS GraphXD 2021 videos on BIDS’
YouTube channel.
BIDS ImageXD (Image Analysis Across Domains)
BIDS ImageXD brings together a cross-disciplinary
community of researchers and image processing
experts from academia, research, and industry, who
are developing a shared understanding of image
processing data, algorithms, and software. BIDS
Faculty Aﬃliate and Faculty Council Member Laura
Waller (EECS, UC Berkeley) chaired the program
committee for BIDS ImageXD 2021 on May 17-18, which featured speakers from across the globe
and showcased recent advances in image processing algorithms and tools, which, together with
an increased accessibility to modern imaging equipment, have made image data ubiquitous
across many ﬁelds, with applications ranging from microscopy to radio astronomy. All are invited
to watch the full program of BIDS ImageXD 2021 videos on BIDS’ YouTube channel.
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BIDS TextXD (Text Analysis Across Domains)
BIDS TextXD brings together researchers and text
processing experts from across a wide range of
disciplines in academia and industry, who work with
text as a primary source of data. This initiative
works to break down the boundaries between
domains by identifying common principles,
algorithms, and software tools to advance
text-intensive research; and by encouraging the exchange of new ideas and collaborations among
like-minded researchers. BIDS Associate Faculty Director Heather A. Haveman (Sociology and
Haas School of Business, UC Berkeley) chaired the program committee for TextXD 2020 on
December 10-12, which featured speakers, panel discussions, and research talks spanning theory,
applications, and tools. Participants were invited to engage actively, learn collaboratively, and
deepen their expertise in text analysis by sharing their approaches, perspectives, and solutions,
and by supporting each other in their practice. As part of the concurrent TextXD ‘Law & Society’
Hackathon, participants formed interdisciplinary teams that focussed on a unique collection of
recent datasets that focus on police misconduct and associated public policy issues in California.
The Hackathon Awards Ceremony on December 12 featured distinguished judges Janet
Napolitano (Professor of Public Policy at Berkeley's Goldman School of Public Policy, former
President of the University of California and former Secretary of Homeland Security under
President Obama), and David Barstow (now head of investigative reporting at the UC Berkeley
Graduate School of Journalism, 4-time Pulitzer prize-winning journalist, and a former senior writer
at The New York Times). Read more in these feature articles: TextXD 2020: BIDS’ cross-domain
conference to focus on text analysis applications in social justice, human health, and
environmental research (BIDS News, October 2020) and TextXD ‘Law and Society’ Hackathon to
focus on police misconduct and data analysis in support of public policy (BIDS News, November
2020). All are invited to watch the full program of BIDS TextXD 2020 videos on YouTube.
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Seminars and Webinars
BIDS-Upwardly Global Data Science Webinars
As part of BIDS’ ‘strategic relationship’ with
Accenture, BIDS and Upwardly Global partnered in
Fall 2020 to launch a webinar series in support of job
seekers in the ﬁeld of data science, and the series is
created especially for US immigrants and refugees
who have college degrees from their home countries
who are new to the US job market. BIDS Data Science Outreach Lead Alex de Siqueira presents
these webinars, and works with Upwardly Global (UpGlo) leaders and job coaches to create this
series, which will continue into 2022. All are invited to watch the full series of BIDS-Upwardly
Global Data Science Webinars on BIDS’ YouTube channel.
Data Science Coast to Coast (DSC2C)
The DSC2C seminars, which launched in Fall 2020 and continued
through Summer 2021, were hosted by a joint collaboration of seven
academic data science institutes — including BIDS, NYU’s Center for
Data Science, Rice University’s Ken Kennedy Institute, Stanford Data
Science, the University of Michigan’s Michigan Institute for Data
Science (MIDAS), the University of Washington’s eScience Institute,
and Johns Hopkins University's Institute of Data Intensive Engineering and Science (IDIES) — to
provide an opportunity to foster a broad-reaching data science community and be the launching
point for follow-on discussions leading to collaborative research. All six universities are aﬃliated
with the Academic Data Science Alliance (ADSA), which provides advocacy for data science
researchers, educators, and practitioners, as well as global reach for the series. All are invited to
watch the full series of Data Science Coast to Coast videos on YouTube.
●

●
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BIDS Biodiversity and Environmental Sciences Lead
Ciera C. Martinez was a featured speaker for the Data
Equity and Open Science webinar on April 21.
BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Rosemary Gillespie, a professor of
Environmental Science, Policy, and Management at UC
Berkeley, was a featured speaker for the Biodiversity
webinar on May 19.
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Berkeley Conversations: Computing and Data Science In Action
Beginning in early 2020, UC Berkeley launched an online webinar
series featuring panel discussions with Berkeley faculty engaged in
research around urgent topics in human health, and topic areas
eventually expanded into climate change, equity and inclusion, and
election security. Many BIDS researchers have been featured in the
Berkeley Conversations and Campus Conversations series to date,
including the subseries – Computing and Data Science In Action:
COVID-19 Response & Recovery – co-hosted with the Berkeley Division of Computing, Data
Science, and Society (CDSS).
●

●

BIDS Faculty Aﬃliates Henry E. Brady and Hany Farid
were featured panelists for the Defending Against
Disinformation webinar on September 21, with
co-panelists Geeta Anand, Erwin Chemerinsky, Susan
Hyde, and john a. powell.
Brady was also a featured panelist (with Erwin
Chemerinsky, Geeta Anand, and Janet Napolitano) in a January 31 Cal Performances
presentation entitled Fact or Fiction: Disinformation and Freedom of Speech.

Open Discussion Forums
BIDS Forums are open interdisciplinary discussion groups addressing timely topics in an informal
setting. They are open to our wider public community, including interested members of the UC
Berkeley, UCSF, LBL and LLNL communities.
BIDS 'Information and Uncertainty in Data Science' Discussion Forum
This discussion forum meets biweekly for open
inquiry and discussion about a wide range of
recurring data science fundamentals, including
information, uncertainty, entropy, bits, probability,
machine learning, generalization, and others. This
group facilitates academic discourse on the
practical use of the fundamental concepts across a
wide variety of research disciplines, and strives for clarity and understanding using real-world
scenarios, visual examples, cutting-edge questions and unique perspectives. Organized and
hosted by BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate Gerald Friedland (EECS, UC Berkeley), who launched this Forum
at BIDS in Fall 2018, these sessions focus on understanding and sharing concepts that are often
buried in mathematical language, especially entropy, reduction of uncertainty and connections
between physical systems and information systems.
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BIDS Best Practices in Data Science
The BIDS Best Practices in Data Science
discussion series focuses on increasing diversity
and inclusivity in Berkeley’s active data science
community. Sessions are held monthly to
synthesize participants' experiences working in the
ﬁeld of data science, discern how data science
practices can be done well, and discover how to improve upon lessons-learned. Organized and
hosted by BIDS Biodiversity and Environmental Science Lead Ciera C. Martinez, sessions cover a
broad range of meta-research topics — including ethics, diversity and inclusion, group dynamics,
team dynamics, process implementation — and blog posts and white papers are issued
periodically to report the group's ﬁndings, including How to approach accessibility in academic
data science (September 2021), which examines how data science can be more accessible to a
broader audience, especially those with disabilities.
BIDS-BCHSI Research Xchange Forum
This series was launched in Fall 2020 by Innovate
For Health (I4H), a collaboration between BIDS and
the UCSF Bakar Computational Health Sciences
Institute. Monthly sessions were co-organized by
BIDS Health and Life Sciences Lead and I4H
Co-Director Maryam Vareth, and continued through
Summer 2021, featuring BIDS-BCHSI Data Science Health Innovation Fellows presenting updates
about their research. All are invited to watch the BIDS-BCHSI Research Xchange Forum videos on
BIDS’ YouTube channel.
BIDS Machine Learning and Science Forum
This series was launched in Spring 2018 by BIDS Faculty Aﬃliate
Uroš Seljak (Physics, UC Berkeley) and Research Aﬃliate Benjamin
Nachman (Physics, LBNL) and currently meets biweekly during the
spring and fall semesters to discuss current applications across
a wide variety of research domains in the physical sciences and
beyond. Active discussion sessions bring together domain
scientists, statisticians, and computer scientists who are either
developing state-of-the-art methods or are interested in
applying these methods in their research.
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Berkeley Computational Social Science (CSS) Forum
This series was launched in Fall 2020 — as part of the
Computational Social Science Training Program in coordination
with the Berkeley Social Science Data Laboratory (D-Lab) and the
Berkeley School of Public Health — to provide an informal setting
for the interdisciplinary exchange of ideas and scholarship at the
intersection of social science and data science, as well as to
improve computational social science research, and to support
the development of new research collaborations. The series is
organized by BIDS Faculty Aﬃliates David J. Harding (Sociology,
D-Lab, UC Berkeley) and Douglas Guilbeault (Berkeley Haas
School of Business), BIDS Associate Faculty Director Heather A.
Haveman (Sociology and Haas School of Business, UC
Berkeley), and Tim Thomas (Research Training Lead for the
Computational Social Science Training Program, and Research
Director of Berkeley’s Urban Displacement Project). All are
invited to watch BIDS’ CSS Forum videos on YouTube.
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As we prepare to move into our new location in Sutardja Dai Hall, and look forward to moving into
the new Gateway building (tenatatively opening in 2025), BIDS invites more data-intensive
researchers to extend our community’s reach even further.
In 2021, BIDS leadership worked closely with Associate Provost and Dean Jennifer Chayes to
offer assistance in support of the creation of the new College of Computing, Data Science, and
Society (CDSS) at UC Berkeley. If successful, CDSS will be the ﬁrst new college at UC Berkeley in
over 50 years.
BIDS has been a partner and an advocate in the creation of the new Division from the very
beginning. Now, working in strong alignment with CDSS’ goals and ethos, BIDS will continue to
serve as the primary research arm of the proposed College by convening faculty and researchers
(from both on and off campus) and facilitating collaborative, cutting-edge research that expands
the current boundaries of data intensive research.
It is clear that data science has become central to every research ﬁeld and discipline, and there is
now an incredible potential to use data for societal good and to address the most pressing issues
of our time, including climate change, the economy, social equity, and public health. The proposed
College will build on Berkeley’s existing strengths to actively create bold, new opportunities that
bring together interdisciplinary experts for collaborative research that solves problems and
advances impactful solutions.
As we head into the next phase of BIDS’ growth as an organization, there are plans for an
increased focus on fundraising, during which BIDS will engage new industry and philanthropic
partners, establishing robust relationships
that will enable us to expand into new
research areas and training programs, more
aggressively pursue solutions to urgent
social and environmental challenges, and
ultimately have a greater impact on the
communities we serve and the issues we
address. The BIDS community will continue
to be the central and primary driver of our
organization, and as our community grows –
both at Berkeley and beyond – we hope you
will join us.
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Research Collaboration
BIDS welcomes opportunities for collaboration that will expand our reach and diversify our
research, software, and training program portfolio, especially projects that align with UC
Berkeley’s Signature Initiatives research involving public health, social and environmental justice,
climate change/sustainability, and artiﬁcial intelligence for public good. Please visit
BIDS.berkeley.edu/join or contact BIDS@berkeley.edu for more information about how to engage
with BIDS researchers and research.

Memberships and Partnerships
BIDS seeks to expand our data science environment and invites new collaborators who share our
commitment to continually stretch the limits of data-driven discovery by creating and sharing
innovative research practices, solutions, and tools to beneﬁt society, science, and the economy.
Those interested in discussing aﬃliation with the Institute are invited to learn about our
membership programs, which offer multiple opportunities to engage with and support the
world-class researchers, educators, and students advancing data science at UC Berkeley. Please
contact BIDS Executive Director, Ashish Sahni (asahni@berkeley.edu), for more information.

Faculty / Research Aﬃliation
BIDS welcomes Faculty Aﬃliates (tenured or tenure-track faculty from UC Berkeley and UCSF),
and Research Aﬃliates (from LBNL and LLNL, or non-faculty researchers from UC Berkeley and
UCSF) to join our community. Faculty and Research Aﬃliates are active participants in
governance and strategic planning, and they contribute to BIDS programming and operations
activities in a variety of ways. Eligible researchers are invited to learn more about the BIDS
Faculty/Research Aﬃliation program and ﬁll out a Statement of Interest Form.

Donations and Philanthropic Engagement
BIDS receives generous support from donors across the country who are excited to contribute
substantively and meaningfully to our programs and initiatives, enabling BIDS to expand into new
research areas and training programs, pursue solutions to urgent social and environmental
challenges, and ultimately have a greater impact on the communities we serve and the issues we
address. To make a contribution to BIDS, please visit Give.Berkeley.edu/BIDS.
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